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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community NewspaperThe Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Behrendt took the honors.
The Tiger defense lagged
Murray High, in the meantime,
behind its first half performance
The Murray High football faks during the second leg of the had picked up another pair of
Dr. Harold Clark, Paducah
got their first taste of what's in contest. They gave up two six- touchdowns. In the third period,
Veterinarian and President of the
store for them in the 1972 grid pointers to the advancing with 5:05 remaining, Porter
Jackson Purchase Veterinary
seasion last night—even though Greyhounds. The first came as McCuiston lobbed the ball to
Medical Association announces
they didn't have much of a the end result of a downfield David Hughes for Murray's
the Association is cooperating
standard to compare the Bengali march from the Reidland 38 yard fourth TD. And again in the
with the Federal and State
fourth stanza, Mike Ryan
with.
line. B. F. Behrendt ran right up
Governments in vaccinating
wouldn't give up as he drove up
horses against VEE as a result of
The Murray team got off to a the middle from the 3 yard line to the middle of the line from the 1
a directive issued by Dr. L.T.
fine start by soundly trouncing end Murray's hope of a shutout yard line for his second scoring
Fisher, Federal Verterinarian
the Reidland Greyhounds 36-12. victory.
spree of the night. Neither of the
on a slippery, muddy field that The second Reidland TD came PAT's were successful and the
in Charge and Dr. L.G. Norsobri had even the players looking with 3:45 left to play. Obviously final score was 36-12.
thington, State Veterinarian. The
closely to see who was who in the unwilling to give up a lost cause,
eccination is free and to start
Murray High opens their home
the Greyhounds took a Murray
universally muddy uniforms.
the program a special one day
kick on their opponents 40 and season next Friday night as they
clinic will be held in all counties
Porter McCuiston ran over for went on in for the TD. Again play host to Henry County.
of the Purchase Area on Saturfirst two touchdowns.
Murray's
day, the 11th day of September.
Mike Ryan went up the middle
197.1 beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the
for two and David Hughes
morning.
collected one on a pass from
The counties of Calloway
McCuiston.
Ballard, Graves, Carlisle, Hickcaptains won
man, Fulton, Marshall, McThe Reidland
Cracken, Lyon, Trigg, and
the toss and elected to receive.
Little good it did them, however, By DAVID A. WIESSLER
Alvingston will be covered on this
busing to require racial balance
special mass vaccination clinic.
for they failed to get past their United Press International
The signing of the Big Four
A licensed Veterinarian will
own 24 yard line2.0n the second
agreement to open up Berlin
the
throughout
opened
of this first series, the Schools
vaccinate all members of the
play
was delayed one day because of
Greyhounds set the precedent for aPuntry and the chief subjects a problem of translating the
horse family and the clinic will be
what was to be a long series of ander discussion were not accord into German. It was
held at the C-alloway County
Fairgrounds with Drs. Charles
offside penalties against them. history and mathematics but finally signed Friday.
warner Elwood Brown and Jim
The Murray machine took the taxing and busing.
In Northern Ireland, another
Converse doing the vaccinating.
Reidland punt and marched The California Supreme Court
ruled Monday the state could divided country split along
along
in
ditch
aid
the
landed
dieter
to
lilt's
first
swerved
He
two
up
hour.
an
picking
dovmfield,
Should owners not be able to
cement
CLOSE SHAVE-This huge tractor-trailer loaded with
side the road. Apparently no ace was injured in the mishap. The
bring their horses to the fair
downs as they went, to their first not finance public schools with religious instead of political
overturned about one mile north of Almo Friday morning about
wheels.
its
on
up
vehicle
back
big
the
get
to
how
is
big problem
six points. McCuiston went over a local property tax because lines, a series of noontime
grounds, they may make private
2:00 o'clock. The driver, from Louisville, said he swerved to miss
discriminates explosions Thursday injured 42
a -tax
Staff Photo by David Hill
their
with
the 6 yard line for the six such
from
appointments
mile::
five
about
a cat or a skunk,then came upon a car traveling
Veterinarians Urn September 30,
pointer and then plucked a David against the poor. The decision persons. A British army officer,
1971. After October 1st, the
Hughes pass out of midair with was expected to have nation- the first to be seriously hurt in
vaccine will not be adminsitered
hand for the extra two points. wide implications since the the violence, was wounded
one
NO PAPER MONDAY
local property tax is the main Friday.
8, Reidland, 0.
free.
Murray
The Ledger and Times will not
Reidland squad source of money for most
the
Please register your horses
Again
publish a paper on Monday
South Vietnamese President
with the Veterinarian working
failed to get a move on, finally schools.
September 6, labor Day, so that'
own 13 Schools in the South opened Nguyen Van Thieu said Thurstheir
from
punt
to
having
the clinic you will visit prior to
all employees of the daily
the above date Dr. Clark said.
yard penalty for offensive pass under court-ordered integration day the presidential election in
newspaper might enjoy the
tainly not a plans. A clash between black
interfereace—cer
The vaccine handling procedure
holiday With their families.
see in every students and white parents in
you
that
is critical and must be used
penalty
Rreeman, was captured scram- A next-door neighbor, Henry All city, county, state and football game.
Wilmington, N.C., and the
immediately. The clinics need
By ROGER TIMBERLAKE bling over a fence behind the
Federal offices will be closed for
said
he
of 12 youths, some of
saw
the
arrest
Hernandez,
on
ball
to
downs
in
the
order
Murray lost
this information
PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI) —
day,
ailetwe all that illviough vaccine is Seven persons in one family —a home. He had superficial suspect enter the Bentley home4the
quarter ended, the whom were armed, in Austin.
the
as
gunshot wounds in one leg and then heard shots and screarns. Most retail businesses will Greyhounds taking over on their Texas, were the major incidents
available
mother, her five children and
a
his left hand, which police said Hernandez said a man came close, however a number of
own 27 yard line. They managed Ten buses to be used in
son-in-law —were shot to death
of
apparently were accidentally out the front door and walked stores in the shopping centers
first
—the
plan
ered
court-ord
line
yard
to get to their own 41
in their home Friday night in
self-inflicted.
about 100 feet down the street and some downtown will be open before booting the 'ball out of its kind in the North —were
what police called the bloody
He was treated at Maricopa to where a rented white Sedan for business.
destroyed by bombs at Pontiac,
danger.
climax of a domestic quarrel.
was was parked.
Hospital and
County
Mich. The new plan was to
came
defense
The Greyhound
A suspect, identified officially
expected to be transferred to Other witnesses said the
out of hiding for one brief instant start next week.
only by the last name of
The Tractor Pull, sponsored by
the County Jail today.
suspect appeared to be trying
as Jeff Sturm picked off a David Chief Justice Warren Burger the Calloway County - Jaycees,
The suspect first was identi- to open the door of the car, but
miswere
courts
lower
said
line
yard
6
the
from
Hughes pass
Physical fitness advocates on
fied as John Freeman, but apparently., found it locked.
deci- has been rescheduled for
into the end zone. After bringing reading Supreme Court
the faculty and staff at Murray
Saturday, September 11, at seven
detectives said later they did They said blood stains were on
were
ordering
they
if
sions
the ball out to the twenty, the
State University will have the
pan, at the Calloway County Fair
not know for certarn his first the door of the car. Hernandez The Murray State University Greyhounds picked up six yards
benifit of another supervised
Grounds.
name. One detective said, said the man went into the Dames Club will have a "Getting before having to relinquish the
three-day-a-week adult fitness
This event was rained out on
"actually we know nothing Bentley house a second time to Know You" Tea and Rush
ball.
program this year.
Saturday night, August 21, and all
about him, and he is completely (Continued on Page Eighti
Party on Tuesday, September 7, Hughes ran the ball back and
Dr. Jack Baker, associate
those who paid that night will be
Two traffic coWsions in the city uncooperative."
at seven p.m. in Rooms Three McCuiston promptly took the
professor of health, physical of Murray were investigated by The dead were identified as
admitted free, and the others will
and Four of the Student Union ball around left end for his
education and recreation, said the officers of the Murray Police Mrs. Novella Bentley, about 24;
pay at the door. The honor
State.
Murray
Building,
second TD of the evening. Still
the initial meeting is scheduled at Department on Friday. No in- her pregnant daughter Pamela,
Wagon system will be used, Jaycee ofWelcome
The
over
ball
the
ran
he
students
strong
going
All married women
11:30 a.m. Sept. Bin Room 104 of juries were listed on the reports 16, Pamela's husband Frank
Newcomers Club will hold its ficials said.
and wives of full time men for the PAT to make it 14-0.
the Carr Health Building.
filed by the officers.
Thursday, Sep- The Tractor Pull is sanctioned
on
meeting
Martin, 18, and Mrs. Bentley's
With 39 seconds left in the first
students at Murray State
He added that the group will
Cars involved in the collision at children, Tracy, 1; Charlotte, 9
p.m. at the by KSTFA and $1,050 in prize
9,
7:30
at
tember
University are invited to attend. half, Mike Ryan rammed his way Robertson Elementary School. money will be awarded in five
meet on Mondays, Wednesdays 1:50 p.m. were a 1970 Chevell two months; Adam, 2, and Tina, 8.
one
for
line
the
of
up the middle
aria eridays at 11:30 a.m and door hardtop driven by David
A salad supper for the club classes including the following:
Another child of Mrs. Bentley
yard and one touchdown after
will finish esch session in time for Rhoads Anderson of
Owen- escaped the carnage only Volunteers taking part in the
and newcomers will be 5,003 pound stock, 7,000 hot rod,
members
COCKER—POO
FREE
of
Reidland quarterback Greg
12:30 classes.
sboro, and a 1969 Ford Mustang because she was spending the 1971 Fund-Raising Campaign
served and all club members are 9,000 pound stock, 10,0000 pound
a Cocker-Poo' One year
Want
David
ball.
the
fumbled
were
Hultman
The Arthritis Foundation
Both women and men on the two door hardtop driven by John night with friends.
stock, and 12,000 -pound stock.
old female (half Cocker, half Hughes went around left end for asked to bring a salad.
faculty and staff, as well as all Thomas Bucy of Murray Route Neighbors of Mrs. Bentley announced today by Mrs. Gerry Poodle). Call 753-6379
The weigh in will be 12 noon to
feature of the evening
special
A
the extra point.
Requarth and„Mrs. Fred Gardadult members of their families, Five.
will be a fashion show given by five p.m. Saturday at the Outland
said the suspect was a frequent
Calloway
of
are invited to participate in the
Police said both cars were visitor to the home and often ner, co-chairmen
Littleton's located on the north Seed Company, located on
Drive.
program.
going east on Main Street when was seen leaving with Mrs. County
side of the court square in Chestnut Street, Murray.
Farley,
Linda
Miss
Unique because it is in- the Bucy car stopped for traffic in Bentley.
downtown Murray. Door prizes
National
dividually oriented and activities front of him. Anderson was Police said the four younger representing the
Winners last month were Evil
Littleton's will be given.
from
of
are designed for participants on unable to stop on the wet slick children were found dead in Secretaries As.,is chairman
who would like to Hair,first, John Thomas,second,
persons
Any
The
the basis of through medical and pavement and collided with the their beds in a rear bedroom of the Arthritis Victory March.
attend are asked to call Mrs. W. Freeman, third, Don Chapexaminations, the Bucy car, according to the police the modest frame house. All door-to-door canvas will begin on
fitness
man, fourth, and Loyd Green.
Phyllis Miller at 753-6446.
of
members
14,
with
September
program utilized the Human report.
The Board met in August and fifth.
had been shot in the head. the National Secretaries Assn,
Performance Laboratory at the Damage to the Chevell was on Pamela, four months pregnant,
discussed the following: Four
the
University for a complete the front end and to the Ford on was found dead on a bed in the heading up this phase of
coffees which are to be held for
Rural
the
for
Chairman
drive.
evaluation of each individual's the rear end.
Mrs.
Newcomers on Wednesday
bedroom, and
front
County is
exercise needs.
The other collision occurred at Bentley and Martin were found March in Calloway
September 29, the Christmas
Outland.
L.
Mrs.
Charles
For further information, in- 4:36 p.m., also on Main Street, on the living room floor.
Dance on December 10 at the
the Hazel
terested faculty and staff per- between a Bucik four door hard- The suspect, police said, Members of
Calloway Country Club with the
canvissing
sonnel may contact Dr. Jack top driven by R.C. Byerley of carried no identification and Woman's Club will be
Ironstone playing, and the March
with
area
.
Mrs. Jerry Vance, president.
Hazel,
Kentucky
he
or
Mayfield, and a 1969 Cheat ela refused to talk with detectives.
Bakes-at 62aso. the campus
of Dimes campaign.
as
presided at the meeting of the
Wilkinson
Harold
Mrs.
other faculty members in the four door hardtop owned by They said he was carrying
Faxon Mothers Club held Weddepartment of health, physical Edwin Robinson and driven by several hundred dollars in cash alairman.
chairman
is
Roberts
Hoyt
nesday. September 1, at the
Mrs.
education and recreation.
Charles E. Robinson of 1010 and an airlines ticket for an
This was the first
school.
)f gifts from clubs and
Payne Street, Murray.
P.M.
11:00
Flight
to
members of
meeting of the current school
Roth the Byerley and Robinson Tucson. He was believed to irganizations with
Professional
year.
cars were going east on Main have been driving a rented car the Business and
The sixth grade class, under
Women's Clubs assisting. SerStreet when Byerely stopped for
rked near the Bentley home.
Mayfield 21, Caldwell Co. 13
the direction of the teacher, Mrs.
ving as chairman of business
the traffic light at 12th and Main
Murray 36, Reidland 12
Harva_ Ellis, presented the
gifts is Mrs. Wallace Ford with
Streets. The Robinson car was
North Marshall 21, Fulton Co. 0 devotWal part of the program.
Partly cloudy, warm and unable to stop in time to avoid
members of Gamma Omicron
Paducah Tilghman 40, HenMrs. Randall Underhill,
humid through Sunday with hitting the Byerley car in the rear
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Co. 7
derson
secretary, read the minutes,
widely scattered afternoon and end and the Chevrolet on the front
Members of the A.O. Pi Sorority
South Fulton (Tenn.) 20. Heath 6 gave her report.
evening thundershowers. Highs
The reservations for the newly with Miss Cindy Alexander,
Franklin -Simpson 13,
Members were named to the
Low
80s.
the
donations
in
Sunday
and
take
today
organized bridge club of the chairman, will
Russellville 6
Health Committee for the club.
tonight in the mid fills to low 70s.
Murray State University Society from motorists with a Roadblock
Hopkinsville 25, Henderson 0
Tentative plans for a Turkey
Will close on Friday, September and Tag Day te be held in late
Shoot were discussed and a
Young
Baptist
Five persons were cited by the 10
September. The
committee appointed.
Murray Police Department Members of the Society will Women's Organization of the
MOVE HEADQUARTERS
The room count was won by the
yesterday and last night. They close on Friday, September
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
The Four Rivers Council first grade, Mrs. Albert Cassity,
The extended were one for public drunkenness
Kentucky:
have been placing Posters and
Headquarters has moved to a Jr., teacher.
weather 'outlook, Monday and disorderly conduct, one for
Members of the Society in- Collection Bubbles in businessea
Refreshments were served at
location at 2600 Lone Oak
new
througt Wednesday, shows a reckless driving, one for public terested in joining are ask to with Miss Sheila Garrison serState
REGISTRATION DIFFICULTIES are solved as Murray
45)
of
south
(Highway
close of the meeting.
the
Road
chance of showers Monday and drunkenness, one for disregar- please call Mrs. J Matt Spark- ving as chairman.
University freshman basketball coach and School Relations Paducah. The new location will
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday and over the east por- ding a stop sign, and one for man 753-3262 or Mrs. John Treasurer is Mrs. James Rudy
Registration,
Murray.
freshman from
tion Wednesday. Little change in driving while intoxicated and no Bartholomy 753-7683 by Friday, Allbritton; Mrs. A.H. Titsworth is worker helps Steve Hale, a
starting better serve the needs of the on Wednesday, October 6, at 1:45
which beganaMonday, ended Wednesday with classes
Scouts and Seetseera of the p.m. in the seventh grade class
Lows mid to operator's license, the latter September 10,therloaing date-tor Special Gifts Chairman; and
temperatures.
Thursday.
Nota the change in
Council a spokesman said. The room.
upper 60s. Highs in the low to being a tueenile, according to
reservations for the first Publicity. -Chairman is Mils.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
new phone number Is 554-4226
meeting time.
mid-80s.
citation.reports.
.Bruce Thomas.
semester.
By David Hill

Taxing and Busing, Not Reading
Is Chief Business of Schools

Tractor Pull
Planned At
Fairgrounds

Dr. Jack Baker To
Supervise Another
Fitness Program'

Traffic Collisions
Are Investigated
Here On Friday

Volunteers In
Campaign Are
Named Today

The Weather

v
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SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER

Speedier justice urged
for individual, society

"a.

/4

Editor's Note: This is the
second of two articles on the
cumbersome U.S. legal system.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

1

4, 197:

Police Brutality
an
A reader has brought us a copy of
e
Horsesho
"The
Arkansas publication entitled
to
letter
n
-ope
an
Progress" which carries
urges
police everywhere." In the letter a mother
sons
two
her
of
either
to
brutal"
police to "be
ng
committi
of
act
the
in
caught
be
should they
crimes. Writes the mother'
_One of the most common phrases heard in
brutality."
our society and city today is "police
but I
meaning,
Perhaps I don't understand the
view
of
point
mother's
would like to give you one
on the subject.
To begin with, I should first tell you that I
, and, being a mother, I
have two teenage sons)
very best of everything
the
want
but
help
cannot
mother in that I don't
typical
a
am
I
them.
for
want to see them hurt by anyone. I am not a
typical mother in that I see things manly mothers
never hear of, much less become involved in,
because my husband is a minister and we see the.
very best and the sordid worst.
I would like for you to be brutal with my
sons. Is that a surprise? If you find them
speeding in a car, please be brutal. I have sat at
a hospital holding a grieving mother's hand
because of someone's mistake. That was brutal.
I have gone with my husband to tell a wife her
husband was killed That was brutal. I have
helped nurse a beautiful teenage girl crippled in
a wreck. That was brutal. I have played organ
music at funeral services for babies, teenagers,
and adults because someone drove too fast. That
was brutal.
ll you should catch my under-age sons with
liquor in their possession, please be brutal. I
have sat all night by my husband's side trying to
piece together two under-age young men's lives
both broken by drinking. That was brutal. I have
listened to the horrors experienced by another
man while he was drunk and heard him recall
the many jails he has served time in for this.
That ,was brutal. I have helped feed hungry
children because a drunken father didn't come
borne. That was brutal. I have tried to console a
mother whose daughter was killed after being
struck by a drunken driver. That was brutal.
If you should find my sons with drugs in their
possessions, please be brutal. I have tried to
rehabilitate a woman just out of prison for
shooting her husband while she was drugged.
That was brutal. I have seen a handsome young
man turn into and ugly old one because of drugs.
That was brutal. I have seen a young mother who
was addicted to a drug scream and rave for the
lack of a "fix." That was brutal.
If you find my sons committing any kind of
immoral act or carrying any pornographic
materials, please be brutal. I have listened to the
sad cry of a young girl who was pregnant but not
married. That was brutal.
If police ever see persons doing something
that isn't throughly in the interests of society,
please be brutal. I have walked into a hushed,
sacred church that was stripped of everything
that could be sold. That was brutal. I have seen a
lovely, expensive home and yard completely
torn up by vandals. That was brutal. I have seen
a school and its marvelous equipment torn apart
by young vandals. That was brutal. I have wiped
a little boy's tears and helped him hunt for his
stolen bicycle. That was brutal.
If you should ever catch my sons doing
anything illegal, be brutal' I have come to
realize that your kind of "brutality" cannot in any
way compare with the brutality that conies from
•
breaking the laws.
My husband and I have tried to teach our
sons their rights and where someone else's .
begin. We believe they have learned this lesson,
but in case they forgot, we look to you and others
who influence their lives—teachers, coaches,
etc.—to see that they remember.
I do not want my two sons to grow into two
grown-up boys. I want them to become men, able
to assume their places in this world and make
good contributions to it. I sincerely hope they
won't need your help; but if they do, and if you
must, then be brutal.

A
•

'

'NO FAULT,50-4 MOE FAULT, YOLSIZESMI GoNNA.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Will F. Clark, age 92, was killed September 2 when he was hit by
a car while crowing highway 121 near Coldwater Other deaths
reported are Jim Osborn,age 75,on September 3, Pedler Spann on
September 2, and Miss Betty Roach, age 77, on September 1
Sgt. Joe Cohoon has left for okinawa on what may well Pe tne
Last assignment in his twenty years service with the Army.
Army First Lt. Larry D Hosford recently assumed command of
;he 555th Ordnance company at Fort Meade, Md.
Charter members present at the 25th anmversaty supper and
party of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star
were Mrs. Pearl Shackelford, Mrs Anna Kuhn, Mr. and Mrs.
R.H. Robbins, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill.

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Mrs. R. C. Holland, age 49, and Ben Franklin O'Conner, age 53,
are the deaths reported this week.
The Murray City Schools will open on September 15, according
to Ed Filbeck, principal.
A federal project has been released to the City of Murray for
$11,333 to grade, drain, and surface with concrete Maple Street
from 6th to 7th, and Sixth Street from Maple to Main, and also to
install storm drainage.
Marriages reported this week include Miss Martha Sue Johnson
to Mahlon Frinell on September 1, and Miss Estelle Young to
Char!es Caldwell on August 30.
Mrs Mary Russell Williams, Calloway County Court Clerk, is
pictured with other officers at the Clerk's Convention held ir
Owensboro.
Mrs. A. F. Doran is serving as president of the Murray
Woman's Club

Isn't It The Truth!

A sarcastic' remark, an uncharitable art may do great harm

CHICAGO (UPI): Rep.
Roman Pucinski D., 1111,
chairman of the House general subcommittee on education, says a new push will
be made in Congress for
a federal aid to education
legal delay thickened, they
bill in view of the Califor- argued that no one benefited,
decision
nia Supreme Court
as attorneys maneuvered to
holding unconstitutional
apply court opinions supportpublic
of
the financing
ung 5th and 6th Amendment
schools with .local property
rights in behalf of their clients.
taxes.
Now, the legal profession is
Pucinski is an author of
into two camps, agreeing
split
the federal Partnership in
only that something must be
Education Act which would
done to speed justice from the
provide one-third the cost
time of arrest to final adjudicaof educating children from
tion.
federat.funds by 1975. He
estimated the cost at about
The Caryl Chessman case, in
$12 billion annually by
which a California man spent
then.
12 years dodging execution
In a statement released through a series of motions plus
dethe
said
Pucinski
here,
at least one blunder in routine
cision "will give new impe- court procedure, seemed more
tus to tack a general aid than any one incident to disturb
provision to the President's members of the bar.
school desegregation bill
The attorneys who opposed
when Congress reconvenes the Warren court for doing
we
fails.
bill
this
Sept. 9. If
more legislating than interwill start hearings imme- preting of the law became more
billseparatediately on a
• vocal when the court upheld the
Pucinski said.
right of an arrested man to
counsel in the Escobeclo case,
and the right against selfincrimination in the Miranda
decision.
U.S. Clue( Justice Warren
Burger, more profoundly influential in the judicial system
than any other single man because of his place on the bench
and the respect in which he is
held by President Nixon, has
articulated his individual attitudes on crime and punishment
in a series of addresses and
PaNino
2,300 VOLTS! —
opinions overt,the last several
miracuvcisevtc. 3, is alive
years.
lously in Cleveland after
.'Even if the American is
power
fallen
a
grabbing
committed to a prison," he
2,300
absorbing
line and
said, "we afford him almost
volts of electricity, emergunlimited procedures to attack
ing with only his hands
his conviction or seek reduction
bandaged with burn s.
of his sentence. So the 'jailThat's his mother, Mrs. house lawyer' has become an
him.
with
Sime Pavesevic_,
"Lose Story"

Sleepy drivers

•

NET

•
• IIIDFt0EDA •
•
• STRAIN •
Last/CPAITCUP

ROOM

fwarA.

state assemblies and town
councils, which bring to it newfangled ways that at worst
breed new inefficiency or en- * See bulb at 7:30 Plus Sat *
gender an efficiency at odds e and Sun. matinee at 2 15 •
with reason."
He adds: "We could come to
the pes..sirnistic conclusion that
•
we have little basis for believ4
ing in any new circle of law as a
•
miracle, however theatrical its
initial twists and turns ... but
4
even in the absence of any clear
•
and convincing evidence. I
W
shall continue to believe that C
a
THE BOOK OF LOVE
not as a matter of logic, but as • C011.00
V*
P00 •Cout if 01150
4....
an act of faith."
a
Plus id Feature
al
Justice Burger contends •
a
Come Play
and
change,
law
the
and
people
4
•
With Me
the
of
n
a
periodic examinatio

LOSING HAIR?
Don'tPutIt Off UntillesAll Off!
National's Hair Consultant
Here TUESDAY

•

Squirrel Season
The squirrel sea-.
Kentucky portion of
ween the Lakes ope •
August 21; and the
season will open on
August 28. There will
season in the Ken.
which extends from .
north to Barkley Cana
part of the season
August 21 to October9;
part from Novemb
November 27; and the
from December 6 to
31. The squirrel • Tennessee portion will
August 28 to October 9
November 15 to Dece
A state hunting lice
Land Between the Lak
permit are required
game in the area.
permit can be acquit-;
charge by present
hunting license at a
entrance or informatio
Land Between the La
Bowhunting
Permits avails
Hunting permits fo
bow season for deer
Between the Lakes
available at the Gol.
information office a
Station tw,--the Con
Education Center. The
a bowhunting season i
Kentucky and Tenne- •
of Land Between the :
first portion of the sp
will run from Oct
November 6; the sec,
December 18-Decembe
bow season in Kentuc
held from U.S. Highwa
to the Barkley Canal
exception of the Co
Education Center, cam,
blic use'areas, and o
as posted. White-tailed
deer or either sex may
and hunters holding
Kentucky state deer tag
take a torn turkey in
lucky portion of Land
the Lakes. After the h
taken his deer and thus
deer tag, he is no longe
to hunt turkey.
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by Carl Mkt Ir.
Back In Town

What are the plain-faced and ugly of countenance
going to do, now that there is no more glamour in
nudism, a pursuit of happiness in which a person
could lose himself when his posterie and anterior
were bare because nobody looked at his face?

TreoP.Orlf

Cisoe.4 filmy.e, shows retetti,

Mr. R.E. McGee will be back In
Murray, Kentucky again
Tuesday, September 7.
N.,,
the lime lo rct on thi..
great opportunit). F:ser) man and
woman no. losing hair should
take advantage of this FREE
CONSULT ATION.

"A navel is a dimple that wanted
to become the center of attention,"
—Ade Kahn

GUARANTEED
If you are accepted for treai.
mem. iau will he given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated ha
from beginning to end.

Jaybits

'PIZZAS DATE BACK
TO ROMAN TIMES
Imagine Roman senators
Keeping colleague wide awake
Crying Quorum in the Forum
After every pizza break,

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Psalm 22:f.

TIMES FILE

Sgt. First Class Eugene Templeton of Fort Campbell drowned
yesterday in Kentucky Lake near the camp of Dr. Rainey T. Wells
on Cypress Creek when his boat capsized. His wife who was with
him swam safely to shore.
Moses Spann, age 90, died September 1 at his home on Murray
Route Two.
Murray High School opened this morning with an enrollment of
approximately 840 students, according to Supt. W.Z. Carter.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morton,a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Brice Edwards, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Brandon, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Nuel McNutt, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Rogers.

A Concerned Mother,
Saskatoon, Sask., Canada

Re ye not as the horse, or as the mule, which have no understandheg; whose mouth must be held in with bit and briddle—

New
school
bill

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

!

The Founding Fathers of
America decreed that "all men
re created equal." Unforaiantely, in criminal justice,
some men are more equal than
*hers.
In a basically rural society
whose intellectuals fully believed in the 18th Century con2ept that all problems could be
xinquered by reason, these
men drew up a Constitution and
Bill of Rights remarkable in
scope. But they also lived at a
tine when America still had a
class society, most of the
wealthy had slaves, and
"equality" had different
shades of meaning in application of justice.
hi the urban America of the
19706, there is still deep faith in
the Constitution. But there is
concern about U.S. Supreme
Court decisions on the Bill of
Rights, with respect to due process of law and general dissatisfaction with the entire
legal system.
Does the end justify the
means under special circumstances, when defendants may
prolong decisions for a decade
by appeals and motions'
The literal construction is
that individual rights come
first.
The U.S. Supreme Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren
stepped into a void which some
experts blamed on failure of
state and local courts to act.
However, critics thought the
Warren court far exceeded its
judicial scope and took on
legislative powers to protect
the Individual. When the web of

criminal justice system always
institution. In short, while the
is desirable.
to
correction system struggles
But because of what scholars
help the man reconcile his concalla revolution in decisions by
flict with society, the statutes
the Warren court,there is more
and judicial decisions enurgency to take a longer look at
that
to
continue
courage him
the direction in which the
warfare."
American judicial system, with
Burger said that during the
long series of appeals and re- its guarantees of due process,
is going.
views for a defendant, "our
"I respectfully submit," he
acute concern for this human
being seems to exhaust itself. said, "'that the slower --nite=In all but a few states we im- making process would be more
prison him in places where he likely to product a consensus
will be a poorer human being and that the course of solid
when he comes out — a person judicial _statesmanship would
have used that method,"
with little or no concern for law
John J. Flynn, principal
or for fellowship, and very
often a fixed hatred of all counsel in the Miranda case,
sees such statements as an inauthority and order."
The chief justice says North dication that the judicial sysEuropean countries attack the tem is "undergoing a substanproblem more scientifically tial change." He and those who
and realistically by placing be- supported the Warren court in
havior scientists in prison to its historic opinions on individaid in finding root cases of uals rights do not necessarily
crane. In this country, such like the way things .are
steps are taken only in a changing.
But every reputable judge
"token" way, he said.
President Nixon, as does and attorney agree on one basic
Burger, makes his position point: the American judicial
clearly that simply adding system needs streamlining to
more lawyers, judges and offer qtucker and better justice
police will not bring about re- for both the accused and the
form at any level of the system. community.
The special judicial reform
committee of the Los Angeles
Superior Court reached apIn a sample of 126 drivproximately the same concluers, 58 per cent admitted to
sion after a five-month study,
sleeping or dozing at the
but did suggest some changes
wheel one or more times
that perhaps could speed the, While driving over extendlegal process. Because of the
ed periods, according to a
burdens on the court, the comstudy conducted at the Unimittee urged eliminating jury
versity of California, !AA
trials for misdemeanor traffic
Angeles
offenses such as driving 35
miles per hour in a 25-mile * 111
zone, or processing plain drunk
ADULTS
cases in municipal court.
SHOW
Burger has proposed the
elimination of juries in all civil
gStNf.g. 'A!,4-13.1
cases to speed procedure.
Supreme
Former California
,Nitely at 7.30 & 9:30Plus •
Court Chief Justice Roger iSat. & &my & Man Matinee 2:00
Traynor notes lawmaking once • /
mainly was the province of the
courts which, by nature, were
slow and old-fashioned. "... It
is now the province mainly of
legislatures, of Congress and

The dove season
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ween the Lakes, •
concentrations of
winged birds have a
spotted in the whea
grain fields alon:
bayments of Ken
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Large flights of
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managed fields at
Turkey Creeks nea
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Hunti
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available in the •
Cravens Creek fields
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Saturday. After
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day throughout the
chiding Sunday. 0
both the Kentucky
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the Lakes can b
throughout Septemi:
daytexcluding Sunday
Creak area near Lake
the Tennessee portio
Between the Lakes us,
high concentration of

By Jay Bowen

ftli macaraw and Ryan O'Neal in a scene from Paramount
pictures' "Love Story," now showing, at the Murray Drive In
Theatre. The story of two college students from widely differing
backgrounds who fall in love, the Howard G. Minsky-Arthiu
Fuer Productidfi, based onon Erich Segal's screenplay, also
stars John Marley and Ray %Hand

Al,.. IreptInfri,
by N•howel M4.04 Itnegabinel
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CAN'T HELP
FREE CONSULTATION
Hale pattern baldness is the
Just take a few minutes of
raUpt of a great majority of roan
ire hair lose. your time on Tuesday. Sepof baldness and
f.r .hich no method i. effective. tember 7 and go to the Holiday
Nidionar. Hair Consultant cannot
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help those who are slick half1 Inn Motel between
A:30 p.m. and ask the desk clerk
after rears of 'radars' hair Ism
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Four Controlled Dove Fields
In Land Between The Lakes

Jrged

ociety
criminal justice system always
is desirable.
But because of what scholars
call a revolution m decisions by
the Warren court, there is more
urgency to take a longer look at
the direction in which the
American judicial system, with
its guarantees of due process,
LS going.
"I respectfully submit," he
said, -that the slower -rulemaking process would be more
likely to produce a consensus
and that the course of solid
judicial _statesmanship would
have used that method.",
John J Flynn, principal
counsel in the Miranda case,
sees such statements as an in.
dication that the judicial system is "undergoing a substantial change." He and those who
supported the Warren court
Its historic opinions on individuals rights do not necessarilj
like the way things art
changing.
But every reputable judge
and attorney agree on one basic
point : the American judicial
system needs streamlining to
>tier quicker and better justice
for both the accused and the
comrnuriity

In a sample of 126 ririvers, 58 per cent admitted to
sleeping or dozing at the
wheel one or more times
while driving oyer extend'
ecl periods, according to a
study conducted at the University. of California, I.os
Angeles.
•
•* 41
•
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The dove season gets under
Rushing Creek
way September I in Land BetCloses September 8
ween the Lakes, and several
concentrations of the fleetRushing Creek, one of three The rules under which boats
winged birds have already been
large family campgrounds in operate didn't just happen. They
spotted in the wheat and other
Land Between the Lakes, will took shape over a long period of
grain fields along the emclose for the season on September time. Some go far back into
bayments of Kentucky and 8. Hillman
Ferry Campground, history, note the boating experts
Barkley Lakes.
about three miles south of at Mercury outboards.
Large flights of doves have Barkley
Canal, will remain open For example, it was a custom
been observed in the specially until
October N. while Piney, among the Vikings 1000 years ago
managed fields at Duncan and
to
I .• ted a few miles
north of LLS. tie up to docks and quays with
Turkey Creeks near Kentucky Highway
79, will be open year- the left sides of their ships
Lake and Cravens and Lick round.
Piney offers 200 tent or shoreward. That's how the left
Creeks near Lake Barkley. The trailer
sites, each of which is side of a ship came to be called
fields in these areas are conequipped with electrical outlets the "port" side! And because of
trolled areas and will be hunted and heated
central service this custom, the rather fragile
on alternate days through Sep- buildings which
steering rudders of their doublehelp to make the
tember 11.
Hunting will be campground an ideal fall and ended ships were rigged on the
available in the Turkey and winter camping spot.
right side, so they would not be in
In addition
Cravens Creek fields on Monday, to Piney campers
danger of brushing against a
can use the 20
Wednesday, and Friday, and in lake access areas
quay and suffering damage. Our
scattered on
the Duncan and Lick Creek fields the shores of Land
modern term for the right side of
Between the
on Tuesday, Thursday, and Lakes which offer
the boat, "starboard", comes
more limited
from the Viking word for
Saturday. After September 11 camping facilities at no
charge.
"steering board"!
these fields cah be hunted any Open throughout the year,
the
day throughout the week, ex- lake access areas are equipped With such customs firmly
Dr. Harry L. Croaky al Murray with Don Moseley and their
chiding Sunday. Other areas in with graveled tent or trailer sites, established among them, when guide Tom Swansea with two beautiful Muskys taken from High
both the Kentucky aand Ten- tables and grills, chemical the Vikings began rrigrating to Lake In Boulder Junction. Barbara P. Forge, Executive
nessee portions of Land Between toilets, and boat launching places like England and Nor- Secretary of the Boulder Junction Chamber of Commerce
writes
the Lakes can be hunted ramps. Six of the access areas mandy ( which takes its name "Now you see why we are the Musky "Capital of the World". The
from "Norllunen", the work used two men handed the besot' on Bucktails.
throughout September on any have drinking water.
daytexcluding Sunday. The Bear Groups of tent campers seeking by the French for these inCr;lt area near Lake Barkley in a year-round camping site will vaders), they passed their
the Tennessee portion of Land find a wooded haven at Camp traditions along to the nonBetween the Lakes usually has a Energy, a camp available by seafaring inhabitants of those
high concentration of doves.
reservation only that will ac- lands. As England grew into a
commodate groups ranging in leading seafaring nation, rules
Squirrel Season Opens
size from 4 to 400. Energy is for the safe operation of ships
The squirrel season in the equipped with heated central became more formalized and
Kentucky portion of Land Bet- service buildings and shelters eventulally came to America
ween the Lakes opened Saturday, ideal for presenting evening with the first settlers.
An important rule with which
August 21; and the Tennessee programs. It is particularly
every
boater should be familiar is
popular
season will open on Saturday,
with bowhunting groups
August 22. There will be a split as it is located in an area with a that when two boats are approaching at an angle, the one
season in the Kentucky area good concentration of deer.
which has the other off its starwhich extends from the state line
board(right) quarter must give it
north to Barkley Canal. The first
Match your engine to your boat the right of way.
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
part of the season will run from
and both to your needs. When This is why small, fast
August 21 to October9; the second
Across the width and
,The iridescent brilliance of
planning to buy a boar, ask powerboats normally have the
part from November 22 to
yourself these questions: WW you helmsman's seat on the star- breadth of the United States in the insects has attracted men
November 27; and the third pert
be using the boat for fishing, board side. It is to put him in the summer, dragonflies ornament for centuries. Prehistoric New
from December 6 to December
skiing or family outings? How most favorable location for ob- thousands of lakes and rivers Mexican pottery and ancient
31. The squirrel season in the
many passengers will you nor- serving the approach of other and farm ponds trailed by a Oriental paintings depict
Tennessee portion will run from
mally have aboard? Will you be craft on his forward starboard mixture of myth and mis- dragonflies.
August 28 to October 9 and from
cruising the waters of an inland quarter.
nomer.
Some have bright red bodies
November 15 to December 31.
lake or the channel of a river? A useful bit of
with a splash of carmine or
seafaring lore for
A state hunting license and a
AN harmless as it is hand- blotches
Will you use permanent mooring today's powerboat
of gold and black on
operator is
Land Between the Lakes hunting
some, this agile insect is
facilities or trailer your boat to that when the angle between
permit are required to hunt all
the wings. On others, the
two
landings? The answers to these approaching boats
saddled with such names as
appears to
same in the area. The hunting
thorax is grass green and the
questions will help you determine hold constant, it
means that the devil's darning needle, mos- abdornen bright blue with dark
permit can be acquired free of
the boat best suited to your needs two are on a "collision
charge by presenting your
course" quito hawk, bee butcher, horse markings. One species has a
and add to your boating pleasure. and unless one yields to
the other stinger, snake feeder, and snake black body stnped with
hunting license at any of the
doctor.
they will come together.
entrance or information points In
yellow; its wings are touched
Land Between the Lakes.
If you sight another craft apwith gold.
proaching from your forward
Old legends hold that these
The dragonfly's cellophane.
starboard quarter and the angle
Bowhunting
beautiful creatures sew up the thin, transparent
wings are
of sight between your boat and
Permits available
mouths of children who tell
braced with a network of veins.
the other one appears to hold
Hunting permits for the fall
lies and stitch together the toes
steady, it is time for you to start
A large species found in
bow season for deer in Land
of barefoot, sleeping fisherthinking about whether you are
Central and South America.
Between the Lakes are now
men,
especially
those
who are Megaloprepus coerlatus, has a
going to slow down or turn away
available at the Golden Pond
prone to prevaricate. Thed
to give him the right of way.
wingspread of seven inches.
information office and Center
Even when the angle changes they are reputed both to feed
is -a midget -comparedStation in the Conservation
hungry
snakes
and to treat
with the 250 million-year-old
Education Center. There will be Weakley County Coon Club is slowly but steadily, a near miss is them
when they are ill.
a bowhunting season in both the sponsoring a V.K.C. License no fun and again it's your
fossil dragonfly whose wings
Kentucky and Tennessee portions Field Trial on Saturday, Sep- responsibility to control your
measured more than two feet.
Actually, dragonflies are not
of Land Between the Lakes. The tember 11th, consisting of Bench boat so as to pass at a comThe dragonity has two pair
fortable
distance.
flies, much less dragons, and -of wings, which
first portion of the split season show at 3:00 p.m. with a treeing
beat 20 to
neither do they darn socks for 36 times per sicond, and a
will run from October 16- contest to follow. Then register
Saddle Display
November 6; the second from for night hunt, dead line for
the devil, feed snakes, nor stin
Matchstick-thin, streamlined
December 111-Dicember 31. The registration is 7:00 p.m. There
horses. Rather the—Eigon y
at Empire Farm
y. In agility 'of flight, it is
bow season in Kentucky will be will be no water race.
Saddles, both antique and belongs to the great insect matched only by. the humming
held from U.S. Highway 68 north Forty-nine trophies will be modern, will be the subject of a order, Odonata, whose 5,000 bird.
to the Barkley Canal with the awarded to qualified dogs; ten display by the Murray Wranglers species are scattered the world
Flashing Up and down,
exception of the Conse,rvation trophies to registered dogs: ten 4-H Club at Empire Farm in over wherever there is fresh
swerving and zigzagging, a
Education Center, campgrounds, trophies to non registered dogs, TVA's Land Between the Lakes. water.
dragonfly darts through the air
blic use'areas, and other areas champions and night champions; The club, under the supervision
at breathtaking Speed. It hovers
as posted. White-tailed and fallow six breed trophies, that includes of Mr. Gary Wicker, will display
motionless, its wings a rustling
deer or either sex may be taken, black and tan, treeing walkers, the equipment in the assembly Conservation
Education Center blur, then dashes-out of-sight
and hunters holding a valid blue ticks,English, red bone and room or the farmhouse from five
miles east of The Trace on in the wink of an eye. Some
Kentucky state deer tag may also
Saturday, September 4 through Mulberry Flat Road,
is a see and species can fly 60 miles an
take a torn turkey in the Ken-i Everyone is invited, there will Sunday, September 12. Taped touch farm
designed to acquaint hour.
plenty to eat. Located six recordings and wall charts will or reacquaint
tucky portion of Land Between
both children and
For all its beauty, the
the Lakes. After the hunter has miles East of Dresden, Ten- explain the
history and adults with the role of the farm in
dragonfly is a fierce predator.
taken his deer and thus used his nessee or twelve miles West of development of the saddle to our society. It is open
to the Enormous eyes cover most of
deer tag, he is no longer eligible Paris, Tennessee on Highway 54. visitors:
public from 9.00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. its head. These
,,great eyes,
Follow signs.
to hunt turkey.
Empire Farm, located in the daily.
rotate treely , enabling the

Field Trial
To Be Held
September 11th
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Statewide 1
Fishing
Report
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)Black bass fishing has shown an
upturn in the past few days at
Kentucky's lakes, the state
department of fish and wildlife
resources reported today.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Barkley-Black bass best by
casting the jumps in heads of
creeks-croppie at five feet in
inlets and bays-catfish good and
croppie fair below the dam-clear
and stable at 79.
Kentucky-croppie good and
black bass fair in Blood River
area-white bass fair in bridge
areas-croppie and catfish fair
below the dam-clear and stable
at 82.
Cumberland-Croppie fair to
good in lower half and fair in
remainder of lake-scattered
catebes of black bass by casting
and fly fishing early and lateclear and falling at 80.
Herrington-Black bass good
with some limits by casting artificial nightcrawlers'. and in the
The largest known American it is about 300 years old, and local
jumps-white bass fair early and
elm, located near the small residents say it has been an area
late-clear and falling at 79.Dale Hollow-Fishing generally community of 'rrigonia, Ten- landmark since pioneers settled
slow with some catches.of bass by nessee, is getting attention from in east Tennessee.
The giant elm was first
casting and fly casting and TVA foresters.
The Trigonia elm, standing 160 reported to the American
croppie at 20 feet-clear and
feet high with a trunk measuring Forestry Association, which
falling at 80.
Green River lake-fair to good 24 feet arouhd, is on land keeps a roster of the Nation's
black bass-scattered croppie- recentlly purchased by TVA as largest trees of each species, in
part 'of the Tellico 'Dam and 1951 by Edgar Calhoun of
clear and stable at 79.
Barren River lake-Croppie Reservoir project in east Ten- Kingsport, Tenn.
It is well above
fair around dropoffs at 15 feet- nessee.
fair black bass on artificial the maximum level of the future
worms-clear and stable at M. lake and will be in on danger
Watch
your wake. Wake
Nolin-Black bass good in upper from the water, but it is showing damage accounts for thousands
its
age.
sections-black bass fair in lower
of dollars in damage to property
areas over old roadbeds-clear
TVA forest biologists have and boats every year. The
and stable at 77.
given
the tree a "physical operator of a boat is responsible
Dewey-Croppie and bluegill checkup" and have made plans by law for damage his wake
fair throughout lake-upper one- for improving the area around it causes. Wakes can also capsize
fourth muddy, remainder clear to protect its future vigor. Plans small crafts. Pass cautiously
and falling slowly at 78. include eliminating present through anchorages and only at
Buckhorn-Bluegill good over cattle grazing near the tree, minimum speeds.
weedbeds-black bass by casting relocating part of a road that
and trolling-trout below the dam- passes nearby, cleaning and
sealing wounds where limbs have Do not overload. Be sure that
-clear and stable at 80.
Grayson-Black bass fair and broken off, bracing a portion of your boat is riding well out of the
water at all times. It is also wise
improving-fair croppie at 10 feet- the crown, and fertilizing.
Hopefully the protective to consider the water conditions
-clear and stable at 79.
Fishtrap-Bluegill good on measures will help preserve the and check the predicted weather.
worms and criciets-scattered Trigonia
elm
for future A substantial number of boating
catches of black bass-clear and generations and increase its fatalities each year are due to
chances of warding off insects overloading, a violation of both
stable at 76.
and disease. Foresters estimate Federal and state law.

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

Elm Tree Gets Attention
From TVA Foresters

insect to look in all directions
for prey. It forms its front lags
into a basket to scoop up
victims snared on the wing.

U.K.C. LICENSED

WILD COON HUNT
AND BENCH SHOW

The dragonfly eats huge
numbers of mosquitoes, gnats
and flies in both their larval
and adult -stages - - Hungry
dragonfly larvae, or nymphs,
behave as formidably in water
as the adults do in the air.
Nymphs have a large, hinged
tower lip which shoots out at
lightning speed to grab tad- .
poles and other prey
A dragonfly nymph sheds
its skin a dozen or more times
as it matures. It May spend
from one to three years in the
water. When' fully grown, it
crawls out, clings to a twig or
reed, splits its skin, and pulls
flex its sat. damp Leady...Then
its rapidly beating heart pumps
blood into gradually stiffening
abdomen and wings. In a
matter of hours the body rises
and the mature dragonfly
results--a thing of shimmering
beauty on .a sunny summer
day.

Sept. 18th, 1971— Saturday Only
AT

HARDIN, KENTUCKY
Sponsored By

TWIN LAKES COON CLUB
REGISTERED BENCH SHOW ONLY
$3.00 Entry Fee
ELEVEN TROPHIES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
Starts At 3:00

NON-REGISTERED TROPHY SWIM

$200 Entry Fee

Starts 11:00 A.M.

DRAG RACE AND TREEING CONTEST
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SWIM
NIGHT HUNT STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
Entry Fee $5.00
Registered and Grade
--- FIVE REGISTERED TROPHIES — FIVE GRADE TROPHIES
PLENTY OF FOOD ON GROUNDS
Not Responsible For Loss Or Accidents
No Drinking Allowed
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

R. L. ANDREWS
Rural Route No. 1
Hardin, Kentucky 42048

JOHN W. NIEMI
Rural Route No. I
Benton, Kentucky 42025
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01ST. CO.

Our New Gun Department
is Now Open!

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

is Your
Responsibility

AUTHORIZED DEALEN 41Iiih
'

CHRYSLE
R
MOTORS
CORPORAn011

TAYLOR
MOTORS
POPLAR

40•

'WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER" •
41110141 758-lint

/7- cc64/v./

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

syys.
This land is YOUR LAND

LIBERTY

m

Super arket

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
-GUNS and AMMUNITION —

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERT EVENING UNTIL'
MIDNIGHT

P° Zenith TVs

Chestnut Street
Hazel Highway

Murray, KentucKy

a" Sporting s.00cis

Murray. Ky

Phone 753-2571'

KENTUCKY
1111- LEDGER & TIMES — tit KHAN',
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Man wilt treat his wife
the way he treats mom
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Fria going with a 22-year-old fellow. Jeff
is real nice, a clean liver and a considerate person. There's
only one thing wrong with him He has almost a babyish
attachment to his mother.
If he's going to be out after midnight he always calls her
to let her know because he says she worries about him
getting hurt in his car.
Jeff will never make a date with me unless he checks
with his mother first to be sure she has something to do
because she's ewidow and he doesn't want her to be alone.
We can never make plans for Sunday afternoon because
he reserves that time to take his mother to visit friends and
relatives_ She's an invalid.)
Jeff says he wants to marry me, but I'm afraid I will
always play second fiddle to his mother. I need your advice.
HAVING DOUBTS
DEAR HAVING: Grab If m. For a peek of how a man
will treat his wife, take notice of the way he treats his
mother.
DEAR ABBY: After paying five dollars to see a show at
our local auditorium I am still burning. I am allergic to
smoke, but have never had to ask anyone to stop smoking on
my behalf—until today. The woman in question was a chain
smoker, and the smoke from her cigaret kept hitting me
right in the face.
At intermission I politely asked her if she could switch
• her cigaret from her left hand to her right hand to alter the
path of the smoke. She replied, No, I can't. I'm left-handed
and if the smoke bothers you, you can move!"
Believe me, if I could have found another seat in the
five-dollar section I would have moved, but after paying for
the seat I didn't feel like moving to the balcony. I was
completely nonplussed. Smoking was permitted in all
• sections of the auditorium for this performance.
What choice has a person who is sensitive to
smoke—other than to stay home?
STILL BURNING IN RENO

Miss Claudia Ann Pennington Exchanges
Wedding Vows With Daniel York McKeel
At The First United Methodist Church

the social hall of the church,
finwhite
Mrs. Rudy Lovett
candles ringed with

Hostess For Meet
Of PTA Board

Murray High FHA
Council Meets At
The Lilly Home

vender asters were,set on each
side of the tiered wedding cake.
The table was covered with a
cloth of lavender net with white
The Murray High School
Saturday, Septesnber 4
Mrs. Rudy Lovett opened her chapter
ribbon bows.
Future
the
of
At the punch bowl were Mrs. home for meeting of the Homemakers of America held an
A gospel singing will Se held at
Kirlisey
the
of
Gene Fairchild, St. Louis, Mo., executive board
executive council meeting on
the Gospel-Singing Drive In, six
Miss Doris Ann Swanner, Fancy Parent-Teacher Association held Monday, August 30,at one o'clock
Highway
miles east of Hardin on
Farm; Miss Sherry Wyatt, on Wednesday, August 25, at one in the afternoon at the home of
80, starting at eight p.m.
Mayfield; Mrs. Larry Stringfield, o'clock in the afternoon.
the sponsor, Mrs. George T Lilly,
The devotion with scripture
Murray; and Miss Nancy Sins, of
South 16th Street.
5
ilesday, September
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Miss reading from John 21:20-25 was Miss Gail Russell, president,
Mrs.
Hurt.
Max
Mrs.
by
jolt* Lane of Las Vegas, Nevada given
presided.
A reunion of the Burkeen
Charles Coleman gave the
kept the bride's book.
Other officers present were
the
at
family will be held
Leaving on an unannounced .treasurer's report,
Karen Alexander, first viceBaptist
Creek
Jonathan
wore
Lovett,
president,
Mrs.
wedding trip, Mrs. McKeel
president; Patsy Mathis, second
This includes all
Assembly.
a white pants suit embroidered in presided at the meeting. Plans vice-president; Patsy Fitts,
John
late
descendants of the
navy and camel.-Her accessories for the coming year were secretary;
Paula
Lyons,
Riley Burkeen who died in 1842.
were white and she wore a cor- discussed. Refreshments were treasurer; Beverly Parker,
at
served
be
will
dinner
A potluck
sage of white roses and served by Mrs. Lovett.
historian; Selwyn Schulte,
one p.m. In case of rain the
Those present were Mesdames
stephanotis.
parliamentarian; Anne Erwin,
reunion and dinner will be held in
Don
Fones,
Harold
Gibbs,
A graduate of Murray State Bud
reporter; Connie Lawson,
the dining room of the Assembly.
University, the bride is now Paschall, Elvin Crouse, Bobby recreational leader; Becky
teaching at Farmington High Locke, Pat Bogard, Rollie Hogancarnp, song leader; Nancy
Homecoming will be held at the
School. Mr. McKeel will receive Henson, Roy Clark, Joe Thorn- Herndon, devotional leader.
Walnut Grove Baptist Church
Business ton, Leland Lawrence, Ray
in
degree
his
Also attending were Cathy
and the Wofford Cemetery in
Management in December from Broach, Richard Armstrong, Geurin, member, Mrs. A.B.
Stewart County, Tenn., with a
Stone,
Wayne
associated
Watson,
Bobby
Murray State. He is
Crass, "advisor, and Miss Judy
basket lunch at noon.
with his father in the McKeel James Harrison, Billy Mizell, Kelso, student teacher.
James
Darnell,
Equipment Company in Murray Howard
Miss Russell discussed the
The Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
(Wawa Weans>:Xisoio)
and is a member of the Naval Miller,Edward Willie, Jerry district meeting which is to be
the Land Between the Lakes will
Kirkland, Earl Lamb, Charles
Reserve.
held at Calloway County High
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel York
have its annual homecoming with
•
They are now at home at 100 Tucker, Rob McCallon, Max ASchool this month. Programs
preaching at eleven a.m.
Danny
the
videeL
Hurt, Charles Coleman,
South Ninth Street, Murray.
marriage of Miss Claudia Paris, Tenn.,--tir•
for national and state projects--followed by a basket dinner and The
Out of town guests, in addition Cunningham, and Rudy Lovett. "To Dare Is To Care" and
wedding music.
York
Daniel
to
Pennington
Ann
singing.
Mrs. Pennington wore a street to members of the wedding party, The next meeting of the "Stable Home-Stable Life"-and
McKeel was solemnized on
dress of pink silk shantung included: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur executive board will be held on
length
at
7,
money making projects were
The Union Ridge United Saturday evening, August
collar and cuffs and Saes, Nancy and Michael, and Wednesday,September 72, at one
beaded
with
United
First
the
in
o'clock
by the group.
discussed
seven
Churches
Methodist and Baptist
matching accessories. Mrs. Mrs. Rubye O'Grady of p.m. at the home of Mrs. Elvin
Murray.
will hold their memorial services Methodist Church,
son's
her
Mr.
for
and
Crouse.
Bloomfield Hills, Mich;
the daughter of Mr. McKeel chose
with preaching at the Methodist The bride is
wedding a street length dress of and Mrs. Joe York, and son,
of
Jr.
Pennington,
R.E.
Mrs.
and
Henry
Bro.
Church at 11 a.m. by
with mat- Shawn,of Troy, Mich., aunts and
Whatever your age, you
Ohio. Mrs. agua silk shantung
Smith. A basket dinner will be Garfield Heights,
shoes and white ac- uncles of the groom; Mr. and
ching
still need to select your
In selecting carrots, look
the
former
is
Pennington
smooth
served followed by singing.
They wore orchid Mrs. J.W. Cooper, Paducah; for
basic
well-formed,
four
foods from
Frances Williams of Paducah. cessories.
groups each day: Every day
Mrs. R.M. Griffith and David; roots which are well-colgrandparents of corsages.
maternal
The
ored and firm. Avoid carbe sure to drink milk or
Griffith and
Tuesday, September 7
The grandmothers of the bride, Dr. and Mrs. R.B.
the bride are former residents of
eat foods made largely
Parma, children, Susan, Mary Ann, rots with large green "sunof
Williams
A.P.
Mrs.
Mrs. A.P. Williams of
burned" areas at the top,
from milk, fruits arid vegeCooperative Paducah,
Leo's
St.
wore a deep turquoise dress Richard and James all of
j Parma, Ohio and the late Mr. Ohio,
which must be trimmed,
tables, breads and cereals.
at
meet
Mrs.
will
and
accessories
Mothers
bride;
the
of
white
Preschool
cousins
with
Lexington,
flabby
are
which
years
many
for
those
1Williams who
plus meat, fish, poultry, or
Sr. of Wood- Mr. and Mrs. J.V. Thomas, and wilting or which show
Pennington,
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
R.E.
from
was associated with Kentucky
eggs.
of light Brentwood, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
ensemble
an
Texas,
ville,
spots of decay.
'Utilities Company in Paducah.
Their corsages were Gene Fairchild, St. Louis, Mo.:
Shell color of an egg is
The groom is the son of Mr. and green
Mrs. Kenny McRee, Milan and Mrs. Russell Wilson and determined by breed of the
McKeel of white roses.
Coleman
W.
Mrs.
The Murray State University
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. John Kathleen; of Paris, Tenn; Mrs. hen and does not affect the
Murray.
Dames Club will have a "Getting
Vickrey, Marietta, Georgia; Mrs. A.P. Williams of Parma, Ohio, grade, nutritive value, flaReception
R. Dodson, Jr.
Samuel
Dr.
Chappell and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. R.E. Pennington, Sr., vor or cooking performto Know You" Tea and Rush
Frank
and Rev. William M. Porter read
party in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
ance of the egg.
before At the reception which followed C.H. Lowery of Paducah; Mr. Woodville, Texas.
ceremony
ring
double
the
Student Union Building at seven
of
vases
with
decorated
an altar
p.m. for all married women
white mums.
students and wives of fulltimt
Bride's Dress
men students at MSU.

McKee!

The Calloway County Farm
Bureau will have its membership
meeting at the Murray State
University Livestock Pavilion at
7:30 p.m.

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Vicky Boggess

•

Do lar stretcher

SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Basic groups

Best carrots

Walking to the altar escorted
by her father, the bride wore a
gown of white silk organza over
peau de soie with bands of
rosepoint lace and embroidered
pearls on the empire bodice and
long Juliet puff sleeves. Her
DEAR STILL: None. Happily, out of consideration for
Groups of the Christian cathedral train was banded in the
those who cannot. tolerate snicke, special sections for
Women's Fellowship of the First same lace as was her mantilla
nonsmokers are now designated In airplanes. Now if
Christian Church will meet as veil, also of cathedral length.
restaurants and other public places were to follow salt, it
follows: I with Mrs. A.H. Tit- Her bouquet was of white roses,
would be dandy. Most smokers graciously cooperate if
sworth at ten a.m., and II with stephanotis, and ivy.
nonsmokers complain. Your neighbor at the auditorium was
Mrs. Gladys Faries at two p.m. She wore as "something old"
obviously no lady.
the engagement ring of her
maternal great grandmother, the
DEAR ABBY I am 15 and my boy friend is 16 Before
Night Groups of the First late Mrs. Richard Bell of
we started going together [just a few months ago) Burton
Baptist Church WMS will meet as Paducah, with the "penny in her
went steady with a girl named Jenny for three years. He
Annie Armstrong with shoe" being the same as worn by
follows:
more.
me
liked
he
broke up with Jenny because
Mrs. Vernon Nance at 7:30 p.m. her mother at her wedding at the
Last weekend I went to the family cabin with Burton and
with Mrs. Ray Moore in charge of First Christian Church in
his parents. I had a very nice time except that Burton's
program; Kathleen Jones Paducah.
the
,
embarrassing
very
got
It
Jenny.
parents kept calling me
with Mrs. L.L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m. Her roommate at Murray State
but I didn't feel like correcting them, so I just let it go.
with Mrs. Robert Jones as for three years, Mrs. Kerry
I guess it didn't bother Burton, or he didn't feel like
and Lottie Moon with Curling of S. Fulton, Term, was
speaker;
What
anything.
say
didn't
he
correcting them either, because
Warford at 7:30 p.m. matron of honor.
Earl
Mrs.
The
should have been done in a case like that? NOT JENNY
bridesmaids were her roommate
DEAR NOT: Since Burton didn't set his parents
this year, Miss Gina Barron of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Grier
Miss Jan Hammond of
straight, you should have.[Respectfully, of course.]
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Paducah;
the fiancee of the
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. Louisville,
other, Miss Ann
groom's
CONFiDENTIAJYTO JOEY: If your wife really doesn't
Bradley of -Petersburg. III and
care how late you come home it's later than you think.
Miss Patricia Boyle of Austin,
The Kappa Department of the
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
the fiancee of the bride's
Texas,
will
have
Murray Woman's Club
Boa 0700 1.0s kngeles. Cal.
1,00/ chest. Write In 41FIBY
brother.
club
the
at
supper
potluck
patio
a
addressed
Pe0119. For a personal repls enclose stamped.
identical gowns were
house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will 'their
envelope.
floor length and fashioned of
Grogan,
Don
be Mesdames
gingham with white
Jack lavender
Adams,
Kenneth
lace trimming both the raised
Hate to write letters! Send Si to Abby, Box 69704, Los
and
Belt,
John
Baker,
waistline and their large brimAngeles, Cal. 111111141, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write LetHoward Brandon
med white straw hats. They each
ters for All Occasions.'
wore a silver necklace set with
overlaid with a white cloth and The general meeting of the amethysts, a gift of the bride.
decorated with a pink and white Women's Society of Christian They carried white fireside
filled with lavender and
umbrella.
Service of the First United baskets
pink asters and baby's breath
Refreshments of punch, cakes,
Methodist Church will be held at
nuts,and mints were served from the Hale Chapel at ten a.m. with tied with lavender ribbons
the beautifully appointed table Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Paris District
W. Coleman McKeel was his
Miss Vicky Boggess. bride- covered with a white cloth and WSCS president, as speaker
son's best man. R.E. Pennington
Ill of Austin Texas brother of
elect of Robert Jourden, was the decorated with candles
the bride; E.W. Dennison of
honoree at a delightfully planned Fifteen persons were present
personal shower held at the home for the occasion
_The Goshen United Methodist Jackson, Tenn. Arlo Sprunger
.of Mrs. Linda Lilly on Saturday,
Church WSCS is scheduled to and Scott Diuguid, both of
August 21, at seven-thirty o'clock
meet at the church at seven p.m. Murray, were groomsmen
m the evening.
The organist, Miss Ginna
The secret of stretching
The charming hostesses for the your food dollar until the
Lawrence of Benton, and the
occasion were Mrs, Lilly, Mrs, next pay day is to make
soloist, Miss Janet French of
luwanda Harmon, and Miss ingenious use of leftovers
Wednesday, September 8
the First United Methodist
Yor rzample--fict, a few
Jeannette Burkeen
Church will meet at 7.30 pro as
some
and
s,
‘egetable
For the event the honoree chose
New
The
Concord follows: Hannah with Mrs John
to wear a light blue double knit cooked meat in the refrig- Homemakers Club will meet with
Applegate, 1606 Sunset. Chinese
combined
pant suit with a pink carnation erator can be
Mrs. Taft Patterson at one p.m. auction); Ruth Wilson with Mrs
canned
Of
MOM
w.rth
Mrs,
Her mother,
corsage
Otis H. Erwin, 807 Doran Road;
cream soup put In baking
Trellis Elmo I3oggess, wore a
Wesleyan with Miss Doris
doih topped with cheese,
blue double knit dress,
Grove Rowland. 308 Irvan.
Harris
The
and heated rito s delighther
opened
The bride-elect
Homemakers Club will meet with
ful entree
many lovely gifts from a table
Mrs Don Osrnus at one p m

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
12:00
Open

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 4, 197:

Wednesday's September 8
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday [fin
The ladies day luhcheon will be
at ten am.
served at noon at the Calloway
c'ounty t'ountry Club. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Prue Kelly
'The Arts and Crafts Club will Haron West. Ted Billington, Sam
meet at the Southside Restaurant Bell, El) Roberts, Gary Pugh,
at 2:30 p.m with Mrs Keys James Lassiter, John Livesay,
Futrell as hostess.
FA Carroll, Dan McKinney. and
Chad Stewart Bridge hostesses
will be Mrs Robeil0 Miller and
Night circles of the WSCS of Mrs. Don Overby
•

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

DRYCLEANING SALE
GET THOSE SCHOOL CLOTHES READY NOW...
September 7th, 8th

eNOUR

• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

ONE
C LEriERS

THIS
WEEK
ONLY!
shirts...laundered to perfection] '

1
$

00

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From Now Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

On hangers with
letritrycleantng
order

LADIES or MENS

for

SUITS

No Limit

25;

LADIES PLAIN

DRESSES

FOLDED

ONE FOR

This Coupon Good For

$ 1.00
on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 or more
at the regular dry cleaning price.
EXPIRES SEPT. II th 1971
Suede or Formais Not Incuded

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

No Limit

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
OPEN: 7.A;-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084
•

Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
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K
that
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dates back to 1609
was part of Virg
that the claim is
because the 'origin
ass revoked in 1624.
A brief filed
U. S. Supreme ('tends Kentucky's
the river was root
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Murray High FHA
Council Meets At
rhe Lilly Home
The Murray High School
:hapter
of
the
Future
lomernakers of America held an
!xecutive council meeting on
olonday, August 30, at one o'clock
n the afternoon at the home of
he sponsor, Mrs. George T. Lilly,
louth 16th Street.
Miss Gail Russell, president,
resided.
Other officers present were
Caren Alexander, first viceresident; Patsy Mathis, second
'ice-president; Patsy Fitts,
ecretary;
Paula
Lyons,
reasurer; Beverly Parker,
istorian; Selwyn Schulte,
erliamentarian; Anne Erwin,
eporter ; Connie
Lawson,
ecreational leader; Becky
iogancamp, song leader; Nancy
lerndon, devotional leader.
Also attending were Cathy
leurin, member, Mrs. A.B.
'advisor, and Miss Judy
:elso, student teacher.
Miss Russell discussed the
istrict meeting which is to be
eld at Calloway County High
School this month. Programs
ir national and state projectsTo Dare Is To Care" and
Stable Home-Stable Life"-and
ioney making projects were
iscussed by the group.

Basic groups
Whatever your age, you
still need to select your
foods from
four
basic
groups each day Every day
be sure to dnnk milk or
eat foods made largely
from milk, fruits and vegetables, breads and cereals.
plus meat, fish, poultry, or
eggs.

Maybe the Indians
still own the Oh•io

•

WASHINGTON
(UP I):
The stale of'Ohio has conKentucky's
that
tended
claim to the Ohio River
dates back to 1609 when it
was part of Virginia, but
that the claim is not valid
because the original charter
was revoked in 1624.

origin as part of Virginia
when the 'old dominion"
was under charter of the
London Company of 1609.
THE BRIEF, signed by
Ohio Atty. Gen. William J.
Brown and assistants Donald Leach and Joseph M .
Howard, said • when Kentucky broke away from Virginia, Virginia at that time
did not have ownership of
the Ohio.

A brief filed before the
U. S. Supreme Court contends Kentucky's claim to
the river was rooted in its

•4.- ols• a ikt."0:4„4.:
.r•

IVUS.ZVI° i

BY DAVID W. BROWN --

By act and statements
of ' its officials, the -Com-

Ilatticki Put framkhart aurae

FRANKFORT: The State
'Council on Public Higher
Education has approved
guidelines for 1972- 1974
monwealth of Kentucky.. in
effect, claims exclusive Jonsdiction over the entire
Ohio River," the brief said.
v--
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LABOR DAY FABRIC SALE
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ITS THE FABRIC SALE OF ThE YEAR! Never before such Sensational Values! Never before such Tremendous Selection! Shop all day Labor Day, September 6,
for the Fabric Buys of the Season! Now, Save /
1
2 and Even More on Fashion Right, Name Brand Fall and Winter Fabrics!
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FROM OUR OWN MILLS., OVER 5,000 YARDS = REGULAR '4.99 TO '9.99 YD.
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POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
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AND THOUSANDS OF YARDS!
FROM AMERICA'S FOREMOST MILLS - REGULAR $3.99 TO $6.99

OUR ENTIRE STOCK! THOUSANDS
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BONDED WOOLENS & ACRYLICS

:
#44
t4

•'1

No exceptions, our entire stock of brand new Fall & Winter Bonded Woolens and Turbo
Acrylics reduced for this great Labor Day Fabric Sale! Don't miss this sensational
these are the same fine Bonded Woolens and Acrylics that are selling right now elsewhere
at $3.99 to $6.99 a yard.

•*
a

*
*
*
*
*

Doping Center
lAurray Stadium
gley Drug Co.

••

BONDED KNITS
First Quality Bonded Knits at the lowest price anywhere. 54" to
60" wide in solids and fancies. 2 to 10 yard sample lengths of
regular $2.99 to $3.99 quality.
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Here is the greatest Polyester Knit buy ever! Finest Quality, Brand New Fall & Winter Double
Knits at a mere fraction of regular price! 60" to 66" wide, Machine Washable' never needs
ironing! All new Fall colors, weaves and patterns. You must see these to appreciate
this unbelievable Double Knit buy!
1,000 YARDS REGULAR 12.99 TO 13.99 YD.

4:.

"Milliken" Bonded Turbo Acrylics
"Hanora" Bonded Woolens & Acrylics
"Carltex" Bonded Woolens
"Atwood" Bonded Tweed Coatings
And Many, Many Other Fine Fabrics
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REG. 11.99 YD. BRUSHED

REG. 11.49 YD. DACRON & COTTON

REG. 11.99 yd. 45" WASHABLE

TIE DYE DENIM

SPORTSWEAR DENIM

COTTON SUEDE

New 12 oz. Brushed
Tie Dye Denims, at
an unbelievable low,
low price! Only 1,000
yards to sell. Don't
miss this sensational
Back to School
Fashion Buy!

513;
yd

4.44•W

Slight Imperfects of
Regular $1.99 yd.
Solid SPORTSWEAR
Denims at one low,
low give-away price'
Hurry
for
best
selection, first come
first servedt

Washable Heek
Suede at the lowest
price anywhere. In
all the new Fall
Fashion Colors. Full
bolts, first quality.
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Fabric Buys of the Year!!
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If you can Sew a Stitch, Thread a Needle, be there when the
door opens Monday for this Sensational Labor Day Fabric Sale!
We sincerely believe that these are the greatest Fabric Values
we have ever offered. Don't miss these Fabric Buys of a Lifetime!
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Every Yard Guaranteed First Quality
Full Bolts, 54" to 60" Wide
All brand New Fall 1971 Patterns & Weaves
Compare These Anywhere at $3.99 to $6.99 a yd.
Save from $2.00 to $4.00 a Yard
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The amount of money spent
for the purchase or care of
household pets in the United
States is expected to reach $3.5
billion by 1975, according to a
report by the Bank of America.

A ONE DAY FABRIC SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!!
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already are inequitable.
When the Legislature
ot-..rmitted state support for
the university, it called for
a phasing in of state monetars' support.
members asCouncil
sured the two schools that
their individual problems
would be considertsd when
budget requests are received.

OPEN LABOR DAY 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
\
1
14.
FOR THE FABRIC SALE OF THE YEAR!
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NORTHERN
Kentucky
State' College President
FrJnk Steely and Univer-

HE EXPLAINED that his
college will be adding Jun.
for and senior-level classen
by 1973 and that all additionaj p ro g ra m s under
these levels must be justifled before they are given
additional funding.
Other schools, he said,
can continue their existing
programs whether justified
not_
Strickler, in a statement
read to the council by Norbert Elbert, U. of L. vice
president, said the format
also would be unfair to his
institution because the levels of funding existing under the current biennium

15-

"
-1 .416.204 Sillet?1/4

e_••

•

budget requests by the various state schools.
But not before spokesmen for the vstate's two
newest state-supported ins t itutions objected on
grounds of inequitable supporting funds under the
budgetary criteria. '

ally of Louisville President
Woodrow M. Strickler, ohjevted le the guidelines at
a meeting held at Kentucky
State College here Monday.
The approved . guidelines
basically give first priority
for funds according to presant bidgets and cust-of-living increases.
Budget increases are permilted according to enroll,
mant changes and to the
addition of new or expanded programs.
Steely told the council
that his school would be
penal:zed if funding for the
coming biennium is based
on money it is receiving
.
now.

•

•4,
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ERS

THE BRIEF noted that
the late Chief Justice John
Marshall had emphasized in
a case that when no state
had title to a river before
it 'became the boundary of
an adjacent state, the line
would run midstream.
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Steely opposes
budget guidelines
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KRA Y , KENTUCKY

The state contends since
Virginia did not have the
title, the boundary should
be down the middle of the
river with both Ohio and
Kentucky having equal jurisdicti°11-
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Shell color of an egg is
determined by breed of the
hen and does not affect the
grade, nutritive *slue, -flavor or cooking performance of the egg.
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University Of Tennessee
Has A Lot To Live Upercr

It appears Tennessee has two
True four starters
McCLain but got back split end it sounded.
Ay DAVID MOFFIT
games on its schedule this
key
but tackles Joe BalUPI Sports Writer
fall. The Vols play Auburn, onJoe Thompson and tight end graduated
Hill
Gaylon
and
235)
ATLANTA ( UPI)-What does Gary Theiler. Jimmy Young, a throp
ly team to beat them last Year
and guard Phillip Fulmer
the nation's youngest major col- 6-3, 190-pound junior moves into 230)
36-23), at home Sept. 25 and
(
one
(215) were also starters at
lege football coach do for an McClain's spot.
play Alabama (a 24-0 victim) at
another."
or
time
Birmingham on Oct. 16. The
encore after his very first team
has an 114 record, including a "Our receivers may be better To bolster the offensive line, Auburn-Tennessee winner is exSugar Bowl triumph, and is than last year," said Battle. Battle moved 222-pound junior pected to be the SEC champ.
ranked No. 4 in the whole coun- "Whether they have an oppor- Bill Emendorfer over from de- "We could put it all together
tunity to catch as many passes
try?
fense to replace graduated All- and have a good year," said
Well, sir, if he is 29-year-old will depend on how our offense America guarci Chip Kell.
Battle. "But the same thing
could be said about many of
Bill Battle of the Tennessee is moving and how often we
*throw."
"It 4.s- conceivable," said Bat- the teams we play. There are
Vols, he tries to improve.
"our offensive line will be about six term- in the SEC
True, Battle has had to find
tle,
offensive
As for the interior
as last year-even with a chance for the champieffective
replacements for six offensive
as
five
line, which lost four of
player onship.'',
spectacular
a
without
starters, including Bobby Scott
starters, Battle said: "The situKell."
as
who quarterbacked the Vols to
such
Starting with Tennessee?
as
bad
as
wasn't
ation probably
20 victories in two years. But
the defense looks tremendous
best be
and the schedule can
described as favorable, very favorable.
Let's begin with the defense,
one that started out green last
year and wound up allowing only 96 points in 11 games. Eight
starters return, including second team All-Americas Jackie
s
Walker (linebacker ) and Bobby
biting right, they're not stopinterLee
was
where
1968,
ary,
Majors I safety).
ping soon enough," he pointed
By FRANK Nt4COMBER
wedge
clicked
he
as
viewed
The Vols lost starting defento bang
Copley News Service
shots 100 yards out to his caddy. out as he continued
sive ends Manley Mixon and
wedge.
the
with
away
It was the Trevino of today,
Ronnie Drummonds but Battle
"I'm not quite getting the
Three and a half years ago a except that his pockets didn't
moved Carl Johnson, a 220- stocky little Mexican-Amenclutinead through the ball at
no
was
name
and
his
jingle
pound junior, over from the can was hitting golf balls on the
household word, just an ob- impact"
well-laden tackle post and pro- practice tee at Torrey Pines, scure listing in the Professional
He kept hitting with that
Tom
moted 215-pound senior
( preparing for the first Coffers' Association roster.
Calif.
wedge until finally the balls
Bennett who had been held round of the 1968 Andy Wildanced to a quick stop when
But the laughing good humor, they landed in front of the
down in the past only by in- liams-San Diego Open.
the self-confidence, the bold- caddy. Then he shifted to a
juries.
Among the other pros on the
were there, built three-iron and the caddy
The other vacancy was at tour Lee Trevino already was ness already
Trevino, apparently, dur- scarcely moved as the shots
strong safety where all-South- considered a pretty fair pros- in to
ing the days when he scram- Landed at his feet 180 yards
eastern Conference Tim Priest pect. As for the sports page
bled for nickels and dimes on away with almost tiresome
made nine of Tennessee's rec- reader or the television viewer,
ord 36 interceptions. That job, the man described today as the the Texas courses a few years consistency.
Sc Lee Trevino was playing
across from Majars who made Golden Mex was an unknown. earlier.
his good-natured fine golf VI. years ago, even
Despite
10 interceptions, goes to Tim
Trevino
has
only
Not
stu- then talking all the time he was
Townes, a, junior who is only amassed more than half a mil- bravado, Trevino was a
tee
the
on
there
golf
hitting shots. He would have
of
dent
165.
and
5-foot-9
lion dollars in wumings since
You see, those balls aren't worn out a tape recorder that
"If everyone stays healthy, 1966 - the year he won only
we should have as strong a $600 - but he has outrun the
- Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
linebacking corps as any team U.S., Canadian and British
COMO GOO
OMMO
in the nation," said Battle. Open championships in the
god
War
2
ACRQSi'
MOO 0000 MOO
3 Adhesive
-Our defense jelled last year space of four weeks.
OM MOO OM
substances
1 Nit lightly
and with those eight regulars
But let's go back to that TorMOU DOM
4 Failure
4 Journey
real
concern
(slang)
returning our only
forth
MOM MOO MD
re); Pines practice tee in JanuVentilate
5
Pronoun
8
MOMOO MO00 00
is replacing Priest the player
6 Recover
12 Anglo Saxon
DI:MOM OM3000
and Priest the team leader.
7 Growing
money
MOOD
OD
Out of
13 Nold on
One mistake in the defensive
0300
WOOD
8 Three base
MO
Property
backfield can cost you a touchhits
14 itampaM
UUMO (2000 DO

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Nickel and dime years
are over for Trevino

Crossword Puzzle

Murray Acers In
Slow Pitch Meetby'

mom

MO

UM OOMM
10 Newt
16. Musicians
OMO 0300 MOM
Junior Dennis Chadwick, rat11 Affirmative
18 Bar legally
The Murray Acers, coached
OMB 0000 MOM
17 Negative
ed a better runner than a pass- Mrs. Shirley Wilferd, par. 20 Above ancl
4
19 Preposition
touching
er, steps into Scott's shoes at ticipated in the Women's Slow 21 Pnnter's
22 Church bench
41 Above
30 Storage
24 Exists
measure
quarterback this fall. "Dennis' Pitch State Tournament August
43 Exclamation
compartment
22 Baker's
25 Nuisance
44 Poems
ability with the options and 26-29, in Lexington.
32 Conflicts
product
26 Portico
45 Harvest
Strike
33
Part of face
sprint-outs should make us
27 Flying
The Acers were defeated in 23
46 Girl's name
36 Preposition
27 Genus of cattle
mamma%
47 in favor ot
stronger in the running game," their first game by Simpsonville 29 Chicken
Peril
17.
28 Monster
48 Uncooked
38
Spirited
Perplex
30
said Battle.
by a score of 18-9, but defeated 31 Symbol for
49 Natrve meta;
horses
Ffrck carrying
"We came farther this past Frankfort, in the second game by
50 Silkworm
40 Wash lightiy
silver
32 Nod
spring at quarterback than I a score of 7-4.
5 • 7 .4•-ii 9 -10 11
.4
3
1
2
33 Prnnoun
4:.
had expected. However, it re- The Murray team then became 34 Conjunction
}I.*
..,.: ....14
.r.Z.ii 13
mains to be seen whether we the opponents of the Mis-Fits 35 Group of ree 17
37 Noise
are equipped to compete in the from Ashland, who were the 38 Music •
17
• le
15
i'>.
as *oriel"
Southeastern Conference in that defending State Champions.
....
• '•420
1g
19
position."
:•.:.•,
:
Murray led by a score of 6-2 until 39 Dispatched
: :%Pcb
The running backs could be the fifth inning when when the 40 Rodent
i'":23 24 25 26
£1 Guido's
,........i..:•.••
the South's best. Senior full- Mis-Fits gained 6 runs to win the
lOm note
27 28.,
42 Slender
back Curt Watson is a two-time game by a score of 8-6.
i •.-:',
'-..i
Musical
all-SEC choice who has rushed The Acers have completed 44 drama
31
,•.:...:., 32
...:
for 1,598 yards despite being their regular softball season after 47 Extended
'''..1 3.43 -1,.... 13
35
..'''
35
..
plagued by injury. Battle lists winning first place in the Murray 51 Lamprey
......4
Unusual
52
•
avwho
Silvey,
George
senior
41
Softball Tournament. They also 51 Withered
39
i:•:i:
eraged 5.3 yards per carry last participated in a tournament at
,
Otis
irt
Tr...:.:•, 44
45 45
:•.•.•(.:.•, :•.:.• 42 43
season, as his starting tailback Dexter where they won first
let.
in
'•:•:: :•:-Y.....•::
e . •\..
•
ousted
be
soon
may
Silvey
but
:•:•:"
50
47 48 49
place trophies.
by sophomore Basket Stanback. A slow-pitch tournament will
5N33
57
Stanback a 6-foot-2, 200- be held in Murray September 10-a..
pounder from Kannapolis,
12, 17-19 in which the Acers will
35
!7/57
:
r.
.. 56
of
the
most
one
as
is rated
be participating.
Inc
United
Feature
Syndicate.
fair,y
promising runners Tennessee The Acers' team consists of the
has had.
following members.
"Basket is an exciting foot- Shirley Wilfred, Linda Arnold,
ball player," said Battle, "one Pat Ward. Melissa Miller, Donna
who can come up with the big
Miller, Allison Wilfred, Leslie
play. He's bidding for a first Wilfred, Vickie 4Butterworth,
combination
team job'. with his
Cindy Cannon, Sue Ann Adams,
and
quickness
speed,
of
Jeananne Beshear,, Sandra
strength. He's going to be a Hargrove, Jennifer Outland,
defiand
player
football
fine
Phylis Adams. and Dawn Ednitely will play this season." wards
Tennessee lost flanker Lester
-A Foothold with a Future- explains how you can get an
office job where your college training will pay off.
•
It tells how you can quickly
15 rootlike part

9 Pronou n

t itHAY,
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Southern Miss. Behind
Even Before They Start
By JAMES L. JONES
Hatcher and Marshall Veal, all handle the chore. He ranked
second in the nation in punting
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (UPI) veterans.
- Coach P.W. Underwood will
Underwood, who came here last year, averaging 45.3 yards
have to get his University of from a defensive coaching post on 69 kicks, and was the team's
Southern Mississippi team at Tennessee, can count nine of number two scorer With 46
ready in a hurry or he'll be in 11 defensive starters back for points on eight field goals and
trouble before the 1971 football another campaign Linebackers 22 extra points.
season is half over.
Bill Davis ane Dickey Saurace
The Southerners, with Under- were among those departing, TITLE FIGHT SET
MONTERFLEY, Mexico ( UPI
wood going into his third year but several Sophomores were
of a rebuilding program, open expected to challenge the com- -Mexico's Clemente Sanchez,
the fourth ranked featherweight
the campaign Sept. 11 against petitors for the jobs.
Florida State. After that is Ala- Defenders returning include n the world, has accepted a
bama, San Diego State, Auburn, backs Craig Logan, Ray Guy $10,000 offer to fight World
Ole Miss and Memphis State to and Mickey Hudson, along with Boxing Council champion Kunicomplete the first half of the rover Fred Meyer, ends Hugh aki Shibata of Japan for the
schedule.
Eggennan and David Johnson title Nov. 11 in Japan, it was
announced Wednesday.
Underwood, who returned and several front linemen.
here in 1969 to succeed the re- The Southerners won't have to
BOGS BEATS TIBERIA
tiring veteran Pie Vann, will be worry about the kicking game.
AARHUS, Denmark (UPI' campaign
the
for
preparing
The 192-pound Guy is back to
Bogs began his battle to
Tom
with 31 lettermen and the finest
get back in the middleweight
group of sophomores since
rankings Thursday night with
took over. The Southerners
an easy 10-round decision evil
went 5-6 last year with one of
Italian veteran Domenico TiberSAT/SFY YOUR NEEDS
the bright spots a 30-14 upset
ia. It was Bogs' first bout since
of Ole Miss.
he lost to brazilian Jurareg
The Flat Creek, Ala., native
Dennis in June.
said the opening contest witt
"will
Mobile
at
Florida State
have to be our major item of
business from the start," but he
can't help but keep in the back
of his mind the dates with three
Southeastern Conference teams
in the following weeks.
The count could be deceiving
and
morning as he practiced
since injuries were heavy on
told of his ambitions.
Today he talks of making a the offensive last year, but Unmillion dollars by the time he is derwood can count a dozen
The Murray Christian Church which has been meeting in
36 - six years hence. Then he players back who saw starting
the Woodman of the World Hall, will be meeting at 1508
spoke not of money but of tits action on the attacking unit.
Chestnut St. Our new location will provide us with ample
determination to "get on top" Among those returning after beworship area and Bible School classrooms.
in the pro tour and of his affec- ing sidelined by injuries are
This will be the permanent location of our Murray
WithLarry
Claudia.
guard
Foley,
wife,
his
tion for
fullback Bill
Fellowship of Murray State University.
Christian
out her urging, he recalled that Ceppenati and tackle Bob Flanhas been blessed this summer with several
Church
The
morning at Torrey Pines, Tre- ders.
have joined this witness for Christ. We
that
new
families
vino may never have broken inDonRick
quarterback
Senior
believe that the people of Murray would like to have a
to pro golf's charmed circle. egan, the nation's 16th ranking
Christian Church ; true to the Word of God and true to the One
"I wasn't very enthusiastic passer last year, returns to
who purchased the Church with His own blood. A Christian
about going on the tour until head the offensive backfueld.
she kept at me," he recalled. Donegan has been a starter
Church that has no earthly head except Jesus Christ. A
"So anything I do from now on since midway in his sophomore
church that is free from any organization except that found in
she gets most of the credit."
the Word of God. We claim not to be the only Christians, but
campaign and again will be
we are Christians only, We believe that a man and a Church
Well, that year - 1968 - he challenged by junior Buddy Palshould enjoy the freedom to function as each sees fit, except
broke in by winning the U.S. azzo.
in the areas where the Word of God speaks. Where the Bible
Open. Since then he has been
Foley will be joined in the
near the top of the heap most of rushing attack by veterans Wilspeaks we speak, where the Bible is silent we have opinions.
the time Last year he won lie Heidelburg, State Broussard
We do not add to the Word of God neither do we take away.
most money, $157,037.
*e believe that the NewPrestament sets forth a plan for the
and Ed Soberoski and sophoChristian life and the Christian Church.
NIXON NAMES HAYS Calif. mores Doyle Orange and Wilson
(UPI) -President Nixon has Plunkett.
We urge everyone who wants to be Christian only and
appointed actress Helen Hayes Orange heads the group of
to restore New Testament Christianity to come and
wants
to the National Council on the promising sophomores moving
share with us in this ministry. We will worship in our new
Arts, an advisory group for up from the freshman team
location this Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Bible School classes will
federal assistance to art and where he gained 848 yards rushbegin at 9:30 a.m. for all ages.
culture.
ing in five games a year ago
Miss Hayes will fill the The receivers for the passDEAN ROSS
unexpired term of actor Sidney minded Donegan include flankWhite
Poitier who resigned, a
Minister
er Doug Paker, split end Gary
House spokesman said Thurs- Grubbs and wingbacks Wayne
day.
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MURRAY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
On The Move!
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IF YOU HAVEN'T

"NITE-LITE"

help you

as of this date, please call us today in order that
we may present you with one of these useful
gifts.
-Lites in total darkness.
-No electrical expense.
-No radium! Non toxic.
-Manufactured for many years of use.
-Your "Nite-Lite" emergency numbers
can stay illuminated indefinitely when
completely charged.
-Recharging your "Nite-Lite" is
unlimited--Simply expose to artificial or
natural light.
Ask For
Miss "Nite-Lite"

BANK OF MURRAY
753-1893

Many college transfers from
liberal arts courses have taken
our Job-oriented training and
have been placed promptly in
choice office Posit 1(108

MoilThis Coupon or Phone Today

Cut here and mail

I'd like a free copy of your booklet about office careers.
for ttiose who have a college background
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--- AND I CAN'T
STAND THE SEEDS-

WATERMELON

ARE YOU

TODAY
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NEW AND used tract
Tractor flats repaired.
service. Vinson Trac
Phone 753-4892.
NEW HEAVY duty cutt
heavy duty gear box
jumper and solid tail wh
cut up to four inch bush.
pick-up, $325.00. Also
five foot pull type mod
and f"wo row new and
point cultivators. Vinson
Company,753-4892.
12'x52 MOBILE HOME,1
months old. Phone 474-

-

ONE YEAR old Pee
hOuSebrokrn, male. •
6098.
te

I'LL REMEMBER•iOUR
DECENC PEONESSI,
WHF-N I'M WELCOMED
f:5ACK ON THE
FORCE-

-WHO MAY LET
...___
ME SHARE_ HIS
RETIREMENT
HOMEif

ARMS LEFT."

w

With 6 C
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Aglas.snwei,
-5-AERE'S ONL-1 ONE
IN
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* 1-C.HROM
* 1 -EARLY

GOING-
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-AFTER I SOLVE THE
/!!
CENTuR,
HOPE IT'S COMMITTEDSOON..
CRIME OF THE

THESE BONES, THOUGH
TASTY, ARE NOT VERY
140u RISH ING"

UTILITY TRAILER, 4'
canvas top andlift out
Must sell $95.00 Phone 7
1961.
GIRL'S DRESSES and
size 8 and 10. Good
cheap. Phone 753-4902.
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ADDRESS '
HOME PHONE
COLLEGE ATTENDED

54" BON

Copperton
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* OPEN
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Dratighon's Business College
218 North 5th 443-4270 Paducah, Kv
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career goal. It gives facts
about starting salaries, opportunities for advancement and
bow our placement office can

FOR SA I
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channel your ethic'toward
an interesting and rewarchng

RECEIVED YOUR FREE
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•
•
• Call
753-191
•
•
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COLLEGE TRANSFERS

Who Are Not Going Back...
Ask for this free booklet

TNAT 5TUPIO BEAGLE 15 \
MAKING FUN OF MV LACK
OF EDUCATION!

,3(et
„cl-fwil.

!,1

PAGE SEVEN

HOW LONG?
9-4.

,"
re-1411:5_41)lb

BRACE YOUILSELF for
the first time you use Blu
to clean rugs. Rent
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
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lehind
Start
lie the chore. He ranked
id in the nation in punting
year, averaging 45.3 yards
I kicks, and was the team's
er two scorer With 46
s on eight field goals and
Ara points.
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FOR SALE

NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
Anniversary Sale
* OPEN LABOR DAY FOR *
LABOR DAY SPECIAL
- ONE DAY ONLY 54" BONDED
60" POLYESTER
HONEY COMB

ACRYLIC

BEATS TIBERIA
RH1lS, Denmark (UPI
Bogs began his battle to
iack in the middleweight
ngs Thursday night with
isy 104ound decision Ove
n veteran Domenico Tiberwas Bogs' first bout Since
ist to brazilian Jurarex
la in June.

FOR SALE
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NEW or RECONDITIONED

TYPEWRITERS

DOUBLE
KNIT yds.2.9.

REG. '3.98
Extra Special!

1.98 yd.

REG. '7.98 yd.

KNIT

5.98

ove!

r

STUPID BEAGLE 15
IMG FIN OF Alif LACK
F EDUCATION

SHORT LENGTH

29t,

45 Millium Lining-

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE KEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

'

Would You Believe
'45" A Month

65-$85 per Mo.
• 3 Bedrooms
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Ceramic Tile Bath

* Financing
Available

Phone 753-1763

235
down
Choice Locations
• Stove & Hood
• Garbage Disposal
• Concrete Driveway

• Fully Landscaped

POOL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FHA

$100°°

* Trade-In
Accepted

115 South 4th Street

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Town .&.Country Real Estate
Has Everything!!
For A College Professor

1 DAY ONLY!

RISTIAN

FOR SALE

GOOD USED refrigerator. $40.00. TROMBONE, CHROME, in
Can be seen at 309 South 13th excellent condition. Signet, made
Street or call 753-3084.
S4C by Selmer. Price $125.00. Phone
58P
753-2253.
GUITAR, EXCELLENT condition. Good for beginner. USED SELMER Clarinet, excellent condition. Phone 753Reasonable price. Call 753S4C
3896.
S4C 2789.

60" Printed Polyester

ie • Christian only and
ristianity to come and
will worship in our new
ible School classes will

•
753-1916
Ca"
if

••••••••••••••••••"

FOR SA I

E FIGHT SET
INTERREY, Mexico UPI
xico's Clemente Sanchez,
)urth ranked featherweight
e world, has accepted a
00 offer to fight World
ig Council champion Kuniibata of Japan for the
Nov. 11 in Japan, it was
mced Wednesday.

,ch has been meeting in
will be meeting at 1508
provide us with ample
sroorns.
cation of our Murray
le University.
s summer with several
witness for Christ. We
would like to have a
'God and true to the One
own blood. A Christian
txcept Jesus Christ. A
tion except that found in
the only Christians, but
uil a man and a Church
as each sees fit, except
;peaks. Where the Bible
silent we have opinions.
?Aber do we take away.
sets forth a plan for the
urch.

Nit RR 41'

Rentals
New 3 Bedroom Houses
1304 Olive. 13 Bedrooms, 7 Baths, on the Boulevard.
$55,000, will consider trade.

L00K!!

• 3 Bedrooms
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet

• Stove & Hood
• Garbage Disposal

• Ceramic Tile Bath

• Concrete Driveway

LIKE NEW Roth full sized
student violin, bought at Chuck's
Music Center. Phone 7533505.
S8NC

PENTA TREATED lumber.
This One Won't bait Long
Resistant to rot and termites.
• Fully Landscaped
1103 Mulberry. 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Family Room,
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Playroom, Large Kitchen with Dishwasher. Full
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
ANTIQUES. Round oak table, Murray, Kentucky.
ITC
Price $16,500.
store counter, display case,
maple bentwood cradle, walnut FIFTEEN WEANING pigs.
writing
box. Assorted glass, Phone 436-2113.
S4C
silver and wood pieces. Phone
MODERN DAIRY QUEEN STORE in Marion, Ky.
753-7664.
S7C CLARKE CARPET Master,
NEW ... 3 bedroom, wall-to-wall carpet, 1501
upright carpet sweeper. Very
Low down payment Ideal for young couple.
Belmonte. $17,500.
PORTABLE ZIG-ZAG sewing good condition. Sold new for
machine. Polaroid camera and $300.00. Will sell for 9150.00. Call
Large
accessories. Camping cooler Jerry Adams, Mayfield, Ken40 ACRES of wooded, rolling hills. Y2 mile
and two animal cages. Phone 753- tucky 247-6663.
4 Miles South of Murray On Hwy. 641
S4C
wooded
lot,
just
$3,500,
terms.
7664.
S7C
from city limits. Ideal for subdivision.
AKC COCKER Spaniel, black,
2-TWIN BEDS, innerspring GARAGE SALE; Labor day
•
Lake Lot
male. $65.00. Phone 753-9457. S4C
DESKS
quittress and box springs. Good only. Lots of goodies; two study
Condition. Reasonable price, tables; men's suits, 42 and 43';
HELP WANTED
Ideal for
Phone 751-3987.
S7NC ladies dresses, size 16. Lot of
'HOME WORKERS
WANTED
other items too numerous to
College Students
part-time, full-time work at home
ALUMINUM lawn chairs mention. 1111 Circarama
mailing ouc circulars. For details
T.V.SERVICE CENTER
one chaise lounge. Also metal Drive.
S4C
rush self-addressed, stamped
Central
Shopping
Center
Idhig picnic table. Reasonable.
tnvelope and 35c to US Ene 753-5008.
Phone 753-5865
S4C TREAT RUGS right, they'll be a
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
delight if cleaned with Blue
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
Lustre.
Rent new electric
E 14' FIBERGLAS bottom
GOOD USED Westinghouse
at and trailer with 20 H.P. shampooer $1. Western Auto,
refrigerator. Excellent running 'SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
107 N. 5th Street
ercury motor. Make offer. Home of "The Wishing
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-9900
condition. Phone 753-4553.
S7P needs a mechanic. Please apply
Well.",
Phone 492-8264.
S4C
S4P
in person.
TFC
11
/
2 YEAR
OLD matching
JESSE SPENCER -Broker - 753-3616
LESPEDEZA HAY in the field. 30 INCH TOPPER Camper de refrigerator and stove, harvest
WANTED: LIVE-IN nanney for
Phone Hurt & Hurt Farms, Ville. Fits long, wide bed. Phone gold. Phone 753-6324 after
5:00 THREE month old infant, light
Itirksey, Kentucky,489-2691. S7C 753-7801.
S4C p.m.
S7C housekeeping. Room, board,
WANT TO BUY
SERVICES OFFERED
NOTICE
$20.00
week
References SMALL FARM; good location;
ZENITH PORTABLE TV, black required. Needed in Fairdealing, business or future investment
WANT
TO
BUY
entire
stores
FURNITURE
of
REFINISHING.
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO.
and white; twin bed, 2 air con- Kentucky area in
early Sep- One mile East Murray, apmerchandise
or All work guaranteed. Free pick- Wanted responsible party to
ditioners, both like new. Phone tember. Apply to 215 East Gum proximately 10 acres pasture. general
take
department such as hardware, up and delivery. Free estimate. over spinet
753-9827.
piano. Easy terms.
S7C Street, Marion, Kentucky, or Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
* 1-22' DEEP FREEZE
notions, groceries, etc. Must be Antique or natural finish. Jerry Can be seen locally.
Write Credit
phone 965-4269.
$4P Cozy older 7 room house, modern. priced to sell for cash. Give McCoy, 753-3045.
Chest Type, 1st Class Condition - 175.00
S3OP Manager, P.O. Box
CHROME AND plastic table and
276,
For appointment call 753details in letter to Broker, Box
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. S4P
four chairs. Phone 753-4400 or 753TFC 927, Paducah. Kentucky
* 1-FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
4147
2352.
S7C WANTED, SOMEONE to do
NOTICE
Coppertone - 100.00
42001.
S7P
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
holisework on Fridays. Phone
S7C
10x50 LIBERTY MOBILE home, 753-1742 after 5100 p.xs.
WANT TO BUY 40" corrogated WE ARE ready now to deliver or installation. Phone 753-7850, TFC
* 1-CHROME DINETTE SET
BEAUTIFUL
two bedrooms, furnished, ready
sewer pipe, 14'. Phone 753-4022 take your order for six vein
With 6 Chairs - 160.00
to move into at Shady Oaks WANTED,, LADY for light
S7C stoker or four by seven lump
after 6:00p.m.
•oal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice 81 APPLICATIONS ARE now being
* 1-EARLY AMERICAN STYLE SOFA & CHAIR Trailer Court. Phone 767housework and baby-sitting, 5 or
accepted for a nurse aide training
NEED REPAIR parts for 196:, coal Service,406 South 4th
2751.
S1OC 6 hours per day. Phone 753- '50.00
Sept.11C class to begin soon at the MurrayDodge Dart. Phone 492-8603. S4C Street.
6496.
S7C
CANTON SHORES
* 1 -BEIGE FRIEZE SOFA & CHAIR '40.00 WARM MORNING
Calloway County Hospital. Apply
gas heater, 1
LOTS WANTED; Recently we ELErTROLLIX SALES & Ser- at the nursing office.
East side "Land Between
S8C
school
NEED
MONEY for extra
electric heater, 3 storm windows
ran an ad to buy commercial lots vice,- Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
The Lakes", Hwy. 68.
and one boy scout uniform, size expenses? Christmas sales have
FOR LEASE
and we found and bought two Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarSituated
ridge
on
12. Phone 753-6085.
S7P started with Avon. A few choice
excellent sites. I need additional mington, Kentucky.
TFC
well
Murray.
kept
overlooking
bay,
territories open in
WILL LEASE store and station.
commercial lots preferrably in
area. Access to • water.
Phone 435-5261.
AKC REGISTERED Beagles, College representatives also
SDP
West and South side of Murray or
NEW AND used tractor tires. ONE HAY and corn elevator in two females, 11 months old, needed. Write Mrs. Janet Kunich,
Attractive inside, furservice stations that are now
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy good condition. Also used already trained to run. Phone 753- Manager, Route 2 Box 136 A,
LOST & FOUND
nished.
completed Owners please reply
service. Vinson Tractor Co.. Electroltix shampooer and floor 3340.
S7P Princeton, Kentucky, or call
giving location, size, and price,
LOST: NAVY blue ribbon full of
1TC polisher. Good condition. Phone
collect after 7:00 p.m. 365Phone 753-4892.
Box 927, rifelbcah, Kentucky
rainbow emblems. If found, call
S7C
9424.
S8C PORTABLE, ELECTRIC Smith
498-8588.
420017- S7P
753-3135. Reward offered.
S4C
LOT VALUE
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
Corona typewriter. Like. new.
RENT A BAND
heavy duty gear box, stump USED FURNITURE; 21" RCA Phone 753-8940.
and
logs
Apply
BUY;
driver.
WANT TO
SW WANTED: Truck
LOST IN vicinity of Russel
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will Television, floor model, $25.00,
INSTRUMENT
standing timber. Also have for
at Texaco Bulk Plant on South
Chapel Church, 2' Coon Hounds,
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot two chair dinette set; odd beds TWO AUTOMATIC hog waterers. 2nd Street. No phone calls
sale lumber and sawdust.
at
one red bone and one black and
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and and mattresses; sectional sofa, Phone 492-8622.
S7C
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
S7C please.
white. Dogs are wearing name
Phone
1-912-424-451
0
five foot pull type models. One $10.00; two window fans, $5.00
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
tags Reward. Phone 753three
and Iwo row new and used
each. Used refrigerator, $10.00; OLD BILLARD hall pool table,
in the Dixieland Center 6842
S4P
AUTOS FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor stove, $10.00. Phone 753-1442. S8C 4'x8', thick slate top. Needs
LOT, 105'2160' in Sherwood
1TC
Company,753-4892.
restoration. First $125.00. Phone
PROFESSIONAL, EX1968 DODGE Coronet, RT,l3lack Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
753-7683.
PERIENCED painter, will work FOR ALL your coal needs call
S7P outside,
TFC
white interior. MT Mags. p.m.
12'252 MOBILE HOME,1971, two
contract jobs, on hourly basis, or write Edward Ipock, 812
Sun Tech. Phone 753-6358. SW
Givans Street, Providence,
months old. Phone 474-2378. S8C
1969-12'260' MOBILE HOME,
has own equipment. Call 489BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood 2287.
S7P
three bedrooms, carpeted living
Sept.7C Kentucky. Phone 667-2088.
Central heat and air, stone fireONE YEAR old Peek-A-Poo.
YOUR CHOICE
room, washer and dryer. Phone
1962 RANCHERO, 6 cylinder,
log lighter. Separate WILL DO trash hauling. OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe,
housebroken, male Phone 753474-2227.
SlOC straight shift. Phone 753-7801 S4C place with
way to lose weight and inches
large living Mom,2 Reasonable rate. Phone 753room,
dining
S8C
6098
•
$1°° each
07C fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
bedrooms
bath down. Bath 6130.
and
STARCRAFT
14'
fishing boat and 1952-1
solid
good
/
2 TON Pick-up,
S30C
Weight loss guaranteed.
and large dorm 239) up with
trailer, like new. $125.00. Phone truck
UTILITY TRAILER, 4'x8 with
for $150.00. Phone 489-2425
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
closet big enough for another
492-8777.
canvas top andlift out tail gate.
S7P after 4:00p.m.
S7C
home. Experienced. Phone 436- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
bedroom. Fenced back yard with
Must sell. $95.00. Phone 7535847.
S4C for rent or sale. Rent applies to
S8C
1961.
VOLKSWAGEN shade and fountain. 2 car garage
1967
Dixieland Shopping
purchase. I.onardo
Piano
storage
753and
with
utility.
CONVALESCING? WILL do
Squareback, excellent condition.
GET YOUR
Center
SIC pr vete nurses aid duty in the Company, across from Poet
4857
GIRL'S DRESSF-S and culottes,
41,000
Radio
air-conditioning.
UHF ANTENNAS
Office, Paris,Tenn.
S4C
size 8 and 10. Good condition,
home. Phone 753-1961.
- S8C
miles. $1,500 firm Phone 753.AT THE
cheap. Phone;53-4902.
SIOC
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning,
8838.
H & R USED FRUNITURE is
THREE BEDROOM home with WILL DO baby-sitting in
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano
my open
TV.SERVICE CENTER
three days a week, 10:00 till
.thrill
two baths, two car garage, builtfor
a
BRACE YOURSELF
Sales & Service, Cuba Road,
753-4897.
Phone
_S8C
e.
Central Shopping Center
600,on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
door in range and oven, dishwasher,
the first time you use Blue Lustre Mayfield. Evening and
4
Catalina,
1967
PONTIA('
Saturday
Phone 7534865
to clean rugs. Rent electrtc phone 247-8522.
'hardtop cith factory air Phone central air Phone 753-4062 after WILL DO baby-sitting In mai Lots of nice used furniture and
TFC
lots of antiquei:Anne 753-0676,
S4C
K.
S8C 5:10p.m.
shampooer $1.00, Big
S4C
753-4516.
Phone 7534991.
S8C home phone 753-4716
S4C

TRIMS

THREAD
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Many More Specials

NESBITT FABRIC SHOP

Value!-Value!-Value!

Business 8
Investment

CANTERBURY ESTATES .. .
BAYWOOD VISTA.

For Sudden Service On All Types of Real Estate,

F

Like it
.•••°°%%,

Call

TOWN lit COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

FOR -SALE

I CAN'T
Ti-iE SEEDS

V

3EEIZ ,
C.AIZ DEN
VEN STAgTe_

SOLVE THE
THE CENTuRsi.r!
DMM IT TED SOON..
IES, THOUGH
E NOT VERY
!NG .r.'

CEDAR
CABIN

phone_j53-3145,

if no answer Phone 753-2663

17,000"

JOIN THE FUN
JOIN THE
BAND!

15,000'

Leach's Music & TV

OVER

100 LPs

there's

LEACH'S
Music 8 TV

thru

Classified

SATURDAY-SEPTEMBER 4, 1971

CKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES - sit RHAY, KENTU

The Only Tools to Use on Labor Day

PAGE EIGHT

LASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT

et

I

FOR RENT

Baseball
Standings

!Seven . . .

FURNISHED apartmentg
(Continued from Page I
MOBILE HOME located in Fox NICE
le and
reasonab
campus,
near
Meadows on large lot, nicely
and several more shots were
Also sleeping rooms
Press International heard.
United
By
furnished, air-conditioned. $80.00 with bath.
boys. Please call, we
American League
Hernandez went back to his
per month Includes most for college
yon need. Day,
what
have
may
East
S4C
and called police. The
home
utilities. Phone 753-3865.
TFC
753-8365, night 753-2891.
W. L Pct. GB suspect apparently left the
83 49 .629
Bentley home by the rear door
Baltimore
THREE BEDROOM house,
75 61 .551 10 and police intercepted him as
Detroit
unfurnished. No pets. Would
bedroom for
72 65 .526 13'i he climbed over a fence. Police
Boston
consider couple with one child. AVAILABLE, ONE
in a furnished house New York
girl
70 .489 18n2 said he put down his two .38
college
67
a
S4P
Street.
See at 408 South 8th
with two other college girls. Near Washington
57 79 .419 28 caliber
pistols
immediately
after
53 84 .387 32ks when ordered to halt and
furnished University. Phone 753-4974
Cleveland
ROOM
THREE
West
offered no resistance.
apartment, carpeted, central air 5:30 p.m.
W. L. Pct. GB A sixth child of Mrs. Bentley,
and heat, garbage disposal, lots
88 49 .642 15s Debbie, a seventh grader, was
Oakland
of closets. Can be seen at Owen's
FARM HOME, 8-2 miles from
64 72 .471 23ni spending the night with friends.
Chicago
Food Market, 1407 West Main
AirMurray on Hwy. 641.
64 73 .467 24
S4C
ia
One neighbor said she underCaliforn
Street.
conditioned, carpeted, drapes,
62 72 .463 24's stood Mrs. Bentley had recently
ta
Minneso
attached
kitchen,
new modern
58 77 .430 29 filed for divorce. Her husband
furnished
Milwaukee
ROOM
THREE
garage. Full basement, electric
Results
Friday's
ic
Automat
n.
was not well known in the
nt
downtow
apartme
heat. $125.00 per month. Phone
neighborhood. Neighbors said
gas heat, all utilities paid. 2 or 3 436-5479. If no answer call 753- Detroit 3 New York 1
boys, plenty parking space. Very 7724.
they saw him only on occasion
S9P Boston 9 Cleveland 2
Halt 4 Wash 2
reasonable rent. Two bedroom
and thought he was a truck
10x55 trailer, air-conditioned. EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS Calif 6 jmilwaukee 2
driver who spent much time on
Good location. Phone 753-5617 or for girls. Air-conditioned, private Minn 9 Oakld 4 (1st)
the road.
S4C
Minn 2 Oakland 1 t 2ncl)
753-1257.
"It was terrible," said one
entrance and parking, telephone,
(1st)
3 Chi
neighbor, Mrs. John Barbee, 63,
KC
TWo
s.
facilitie
kitchen
nice
who was awakened by the
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2 blocks from University. $35.00 KC 8 Chi 6 (2nd)
Today's Probable Pitchers
commotion. "All those tiny
air,
and
1
heat
bedroom, central
per month. See at 1626,
at babies, We beard a woman
S9P Oakland (Hunter 17-11)
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile Hamilton:
Minnesota (Kaat 10-11).
crying and a lot of noise and
. bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
at we didn't know what was going
TFC NEW TRAILER part opening up California (May 9-9)
month. Phone 753-785e.
Milwaukee (Parsons 11-15), on."
on Highway 444, Kentucky Lake.
night.
The Bentleys had lived about
one
get
to
with
rs
girls;
newcome
rent,
First two
ROOMS FOR
Baltimore (Palmer 16-71 at four years in the middle-class
cooking facilities. 1624 Hamilton. month's rent free. Room for
9-17),
undeveloped section on the
54C double wides. Denham's Mobile Washington 1McLain
Phone 753-3402.
night.
eastside, where most of
,
city's
Concord
New
Estates,
Home
1-4 ) at the houses are old and small.
(Hand
nd
Clevela
9C
private
S
with
OM
ONE BEDRO
Kentucky, 436-2197.
Boston (Peters 12-101.
tContinued from Page 1)
Neighbors said Mrs. Bentley
bath, also cooking and living
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 5-2) had not worked for about two
which he is the only candidate
room, and washer and dryer
FARM HOUSE; 8 miles East of at Chicago (Bradley 13-11), years and had been on welfare, Louisville, Ky. (UPI)--Two will go on as scheduled, but he
accommodations. Girl students
Murray, off Highway 94. Phone
phone
w
but that she recently said she members of the fair sex, or indicated he would view the
preferred. For intervie
S8C
after 4:00 p.m.
753-6210
Detroit (Coleman 15-8) at had been promised a job perhaps more accurately the voting as a referendum. Thieu
753-9670 between seven am, and
New York Closter 2-1).
57P
upholstering at home if she "fare sex," have filed suit in became the only candidate
two p.m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 12'x65',
Sunday's Games
Jefferson Circuit Court here when Vice President Nguyen
could get a sewing machine.
ngs, air- Oakland at Minnesota
APARTMENT; Spanish style furnishi
against a city ordinance which Cao Ky's name was officially
FURNISHED
ned. University Heights Calif at Milwau
prohibits women from driving dropped from the ballot.
Three rooms with complete conditio
Park. Phone 753-9406. S8P KC at Chicago
taxicabs from 10 P.M. to 5 A.M. Supporters of Thieu mainkitchen and private bath for Mobile
Halt at Wash
The lady cabbies, Mrs. Frances tained comfortable control of
college boys, near the campus.
nts. Two Detroit at New York
S7P NEW: 4-plex apartme
Young and Nannie Gilkison, both South Vietnam's lower house in
Phone 753-5921.
bedroom, tile bath, central heat Cleve at Boston
Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
le, were tipped Sunday's elections, but antiThe Orientation to the World of af Louisvil
throughout,
carpeted
air,
and
Allen
climbing around over rockpiles,
Charles
some
made
tes
Judge
nt,
y by
Thieu candida
TWO BEDROOM apartme
National League
Work Vocational Program Thursda
d.
furnishe
ator
refriger
a
ng
about
and
is
stove
somethi
There
g
operatin
old logs, or outhouses, one
may continue
gains.
furnished or unfurnished. Wall to
East
(which was launched last fall, that they
from college. Phone
a should not put his hand or foot
s
quite
that
produce
of
snake
a
outcome
m,
Bingha
the
M.
pending
Stephen
night
GB
at
wall carpeting, central air. Good One block
W. L. Pet
1970) will resume its operations
S8P
S7C 498-8749.
against the city.
radical attorney, was charged different and stronger effect on down without first looking to
location Phone 753-4331
82 57 .590
Pittsburgh
is year under the supervision of their suit
in their with murder in the deaths of the mind than any other see where lie is putting them.
contend
women
5
The
.555
61
76
win
St. Louis
Mrs. Martha Crawford,
Many naturalists, except
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
72 65 .526 9 served as coordinator of tin suit that the ordinance violates two convicts and three guards creature in the wild. For alSMALL FURNISHED apart- Chicago
Street.
Elm
during an attempted escape most anyone, a sudden and under certain conditions, will
constitutional rights.
on
unfurnished
11
their
.511
66
69
Mrs.
and
York
year,
New
753
last
Phone
program
-rnent, couple only.
prison. unexpected encounter with a not kill even a pcirsonous
Quentin
from San
Married couple, no children.
59 76 .437 21 Frances Johnson, who will serve
S7C Montreal
of snake of any kind is always-a snake. They say the need for
accused
was
S7C '2489Bingham
Phone 436-2226.
1
231
.419
57 79
Philadelphia
as the teacher aide according to
smuggling in a gun to convitt startling, "jumpback- experi- protection of snakes today is as
West
of
al
Princip
er,
Alexand
Eli
George Jackson, one of the ence-an experience often great as was the need for the
W. L. Pct. GB Murray High School.
"soledad Brothers," who mixed with fascination and
three
.591
56
81
protection of birds in the time
San Francisco
The program which is federally
also was killed in the escape fear. .
73 65 .529
Los Angeles
of John James Audubon.
funded through the Department
attempt.
70 70 .500 121,2 of Vocational Education, Special
-Perhaps all this sterns from
Atlanta
Except for poisonous snakes
Charles Watson admitted
2
/
141
.486
72
68
when
to
Eden
ti
of
Garden
the
Cincinna
designed
is
,
Division
discovered in the immediate
U.S.
Needs
(UPI)Ky.
le,
Louisvil
services • for
from the stand that he killed Mother Eve lost her innocence
Persons have been charged, Funeral
65 73 .471 16in meet the real and special needs o
Houston
Rhodes
neighborhood of man, all
District Court Judge C.
six of the seven victims in the
entered pleas of guilty, and been Lawerence A. Bailey will be held San Diego
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